
INTERNET AND WORLD WIDE WEB

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Computer

 Learn about the Successions

 Web Browser Basics: Internet Explorer and Firefox

 Machine Language

 Machine code instructions

 Microsoft Visual C++

 NET framework

 Software Technologies

Definition/Overview:

Computer: A computer is a machine that manipulates data according to a list of

instructions.The first devices that resemble modern computers date to the mid-20th century

(around 1940 - 1945), although the computer concept and various machines similar to

computers existed earlier. Early electronic computers were the size of a large room,

consuming as much power as several hundred modern personal computers. Modern

computers are based on tiny integrated circuits and are millions to billions of times more

capable while occupying a fraction of the space. Today, simple computers may be made

small enough to fit into a wristwatch and be powered from a watch battery. Personal

computers, in various forms, are icons of the Information Age and are what most people think

of as "a computer"; however, the most common form of computer in use today is the

embedded computer. Embedded computers are small, simple devices that are used to control

other devices for example, they may be found in machines ranging from fighter aircraft to

industrial robots, digital cameras, and children's toys.The ability to store and execute lists of

instructions called programs makes computers extremely versatile and distinguishes them

from calculators. The ChurchTuring thesis is a mathematical statement of this versatility: any

computer with a certain minimum capability is, in principle, capable of performing the same

tasks that any other computer can perform. Therefore, computers with capability and

complexity ranging from that of a personal digital assistant to a supercomputer are all able to
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perform the same computational tasks given enough time and storage capacity. It is difficult

to identify any one device as the earliest computer, partly because the term "computer" has

been subject to varying interpretations over time. Originally, the term "computer" referred to

a person who performed numerical calculations (a human computer), often with the aid of a

mechanical calculating device.The history of the modern computer begins with two separate

technologies - that of automated calculation and that of programmability.Examples of early

mechanical calculating devices included the abacus, the slide rule and arguably the astrolabe

and the Antikythera mechanism (which dates from about 150-100 BC). The end of the

Middle Ages saw a re-invigoration of European mathematics and engineering, and Wilhelm

Schickard's 1623 device was the first of a number of mechanical calculators constructed by

European engineers.

However, none of those devices fit the modern definition of a computer because they could

not be programmed.Hero of Alexandria (c. 10 70 AD) built a mechanical theater which

performed a play lasting 10 minutes and was operated by a complex system of ropes and

drums that might be considered to be a means of deciding which parts of the mechanism

performed which actions - and when. This is the essence of programmability. In 1801, Joseph

Marie Jacquard made an improvement to the textile loom that used a series of punched paper

cards as a template to allow his loom to weave intricate patterns automatically. The resulting

Jacquard loom was an important step in the development of computers because the use of

punched cards to define woven patterns can be viewed as an early, albeit limited, form of

programmability.It was the fusion of automatic calculation with programmability that

produced the first recognizable computers. In 1837, Charles Babbage was the first to

conceptualize and design a fully programmable mechanical computer that he called "The

Analytical Engine". Due to limited finances, and an inability to resist tinkering with the

design, Babbage never actually built his Analytical Engine.Large-scale automated data

processing of punched cards was performed for the U.S. Census in 1890 by tabulating

machines designed by Herman Hollerith and manufactured by the Computing Tabulating

Recording Corporation, which later became IBM. By the end of the 19th century a number of

technologies that would later prove useful in the realization of practical computers had begun

to appear: the punched card, Boolean algebra, the vacuum tube (thermionic valve) and the

teleprinter.During the first half of the 20th century, many scientific computing needs were

met by increasingly sophisticated analog computers, which used a direct mechanical or
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electrical model of the problem as a basis for computation. However, these were not

programmable and generally lacked the versatility and accuracy of modern digital computers.

Key Points:

1. Successions

A succession of steadily more powerful and flexible computing devices was constructed in

the 1930s and 1940s, gradually adding the key features that are seen in modern computers.

The use of digital electronics and more flexible programmability were vitally important steps,

but defining one point along this road as "the first digital electronic computer" is difficult.

Notable achievements include:

 EDSAC was one of the first computers to implement the stored program (von Neumann)

architecture.

 EDSAC was one of the first computers to implement the stored program (von Neumann)

architecture.

 Konrad Zuse's electromechanical "Z machines". The Z3 (1941) was the first working

machine featuring binary arithmetic, including floating point arithmetic and a measure of

programmability. In 1998 the Z3 was proved to be Turing complete, therefore being the

world's first operational computer.

 The non-programmable AtanasoffBerry Computer (1941) which used vacuum tube based

computation, binary numbers, and regenerative capacitor memory.

 The secret British Colossus computers (1943), which had limited programmability but

demonstrated that a device using thousands of tubes could be reasonably reliable and

electronically reprogrammable. It was used for breaking German wartime codes.

 The Harvard Mark I (1944), a large-scale electromechanical computer with limited

programmability.

The U.S. Army's Ballistics Research Laboratory ENIAC (1946), which used decimal

arithmetic and is sometimes called the first general purpose electronic computer (since

Several developers of ENIAC, recognizing its flaws, came up with a far more flexible and

elegant design, which came to be known as the stored program architecture or von Neumann

architecture. This design was first formally described by John von Neumann in the paper

"First Draft of a Report on the EDVAC", published in 1945. A number of projects to develop
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computers based on the stored program architecture commenced around this time, the first of

these being completed in Great Britain. The first to be demonstrated working was the

Manchester Small-Scale Experimental Machine (SSEM) or "Baby". However, the EDSAC,

completed a year after SSEM, was perhaps the first practical implementation of the stored

program design. Shortly thereafter, the machine originally described by von Neumann's

paperEDVACwas completed but did not see full-time use for an additional two years.

Nearly all modern computers implement some form of the stored program architecture,

making it the single trait by which the word "computer" is now defined. By this standard,

many earlier devices would no longer be called computers by today's definition, but are

usually referred to as such in their historical context. While the technologies used in

computers have changed dramatically since the first electronic, general-purpose computers of

the 1940s, most still use the von Neumann architecture. The design made the universal

computer a practical reality.

 Microprocessors are miniaturized devices that often implement stored program CPUs.

 Microprocessors are miniaturized devices that often implement stored program CPUs.

Vacuum tube-based computers were in use throughout the 1950s. Vacuum tubes were largely

replaced in the 1960s by transistor-based computers. When compared with tubes, transistors

are smaller, faster, cheaper, use less power, and are more reliable. In the 1970s, integrated

circuit technology and the subsequent creation of microprocessors, such as the Intel 4004,

caused another generation of decreased size and cost, and another generation of increased

speed and reliability. By the 1980s, computers became sufficiently small and cheap to replace

simple mechanical controls in domestic appliances such as washing machines. The 1980s

also witnessed home computers and the now ubiquitous personal computer. With the

evolution of the Internet, personal computers are becoming as common as the television and

the telephone in the household.

The defining feature of modern computers which distinguishes them from all other machines

is that they can be programmed. That is to say that a list of instructions (the program) can be

given to the computer and it will store them and carry them out at some time in the future.

In most cases, computer instructions are simple: add one number to another, move some data

from one location to another, send a message to some external device, etc. These instructions
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are read from the computer's memory and are generally carried out (executed) in the order

they were given. However, there are usually specialized instructions to tell the computer to

jump ahead or backwards to some other place in the program and to carry on executing from

there. These are called "jump" instructions (or branches). Furthermore, jump instructions may

be made to happen conditionally so that different sequences of instructions may be used

depending on the result of some previous calculation or some external event. Many

computers directly support subroutines by providing a type of jump that "remembers" the

location it jumped from and another instruction to return to the instruction following that

jump instruction.

Program execution might be likened to reading a book. While a person will normally read

each word and line in sequence, they may at times jump back to an earlier place in the text or

skip sections that are not of interest. Similarly, a computer may sometimes go back and

repeat the instructions in some section of the program over and over again until some internal

condition is met. This is called the flow of control within the program and it is what allows

the computer to perform tasks repeatedly without human intervention.

Comparatively, a person using a pocket calculator can perform a basic arithmetic operation

such as adding two numbers with just a few button presses. But to add together all of the

numbers from 1 to 1,000 would take thousands of button presses and a lot of timewith a near

certainty of making a mistake. On the other hand, a computer may be programmed to do this

with just a few simple instructions.

Once told to run this program, the computer will perform the repetitive addition task without

furthe human intervention. It will almost never make a mistake and a modern PC can

complete the task in about a millionth of a second.

However, computers cannot "think" for themselves in the sense that they only solve problems

in exactly the way they are programmed to. An intelligent human faced with the above

addition task might soon realize that instead of actually adding up all the numbers one can

simply use the equation

1+2+3+...+n = {{n(n+1)} \over 2}
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And arrive at the correct answer (500,500) with little work. In other words, a computer

programmed to add up the numbers one by one as in the example above would do exactly

that without regard to efficiency or alternative solutions.

1.1 Web Browser Basics: Internet Explorer and Firefox 28

A web browser is a software application which enables a user to display and interact

with text, images, videos, music and other information typically located on a Web

page at a website on the World Wide Web or a local area network. Text and images

on a Web page can contain hyperlinks to other Web pages at the same or different

website. Web browsers allow a user to quickly and easily access information provided

on many Web pages at many websites by traversing these links.

Web browsers format HTML information for display, so the appearance of a Web

page may differ between browsers.Some of the Web browsers currently available for

personal computers include Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Safari, Konqueror,

Opera, Flock and AOL Explorer. Web browsers are the most commonly used type of

HTTP user agent. Although browsers are typically used to access the World Wide

Web, they can also be used to access information provided by Web servers in private

networks or content in file systems. Web browsers communicate with Web servers

primarily using HTTP (hypertext transfer protocol) to fetch webpages. HTTP allows

Web browsers to submit information to Web servers as well as fetch Web pages from

them. The most commonly used HTTP is HTTP/1.1, which is fully defined in RFC

2616. HTTP/1.1 has its own required standards that Internet Explorer does not fully

support, but most other current-generation Web browsers do.Pages are located by

means of a URL (uniform resource locator, RFC 1738 ), which is treated as an

address, beginning with http: for HTTP access. Many browsers also support a variety

of other URL types and their corresponding protocols, such as gopher: for Gopher (a

hierarchical hyperlinking protocol), ftp: for FTP (file transfer protocol), rtsp: for

RTSP (real-time streaming protocol), and https: for HTTPS (an SSL encrypted

version of HTTP).The file format for a Web page is usually HTML (hyper-text

markup language) and is identified in the HTTP protocol using a MIME content type.

Most browsers natively support a variety of formats in addition to HTML, such as the

JPEG, PNG and GIF image formats, and can be extended to support more through the

use of plugins. The combination of HTTP content type and URL protocol
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specification allows Web page designers to embed images, animations, video, sound,

and streaming media into a Web page, or to make them accessible through the Web

page.Early Web browsers supported only a very simple version of HTML. The rapid

development of proprietary Web browsers led to the development of non-standard

dialects of HTML, leading to problems with Web interoperability. Modern Web

browsers support a combination of standards- and defacto-based HTML and XHTML,

which should display in the same way across all browsers. No browser fully supports

HTML 4.01, XHTML 1.x or CSS 2.1 yet. Currently many sites are designed using

WYSIWYG HTML generation programs such as Adobe Dreamweaver or Microsoft

FrontPage. Microsoft FrontPage often generates non-standard HTML by default,

hindering the work of the W3C in developing standards, specifically with XHTML

and CSS (cascading style sheets, used for page layout). Dreamweaver and other more

modern Microsoft HTML development tools such as Microsoft Expression Web and

Microsoft Visual Studio conform to the W3C standards.Some of the more popular

browsers include additional components to support Usenet news, IRC (Internet relay

chat), and e-mail. Protocols supported may include NNTP (network news transfer

protocol), SMTP (simple mail transfer protocol), IMAP (Internet message access

protocol), and POP (post office protocol). These browsers are often referred to as

Internet suites or application suites rather than merely Web browsers.

Windows Internet Explorer (formerly Microsoft Internet Explorer abbreviated MSIE),

commonly abbreviated to IE, is a series of graphical web browsers developed by

Microsoft and included as part of the Microsoft Windows line of operating systems

starting in 1995. It has been the most widely used web browser since 1999, attaining a

peak of about 95% usage share during 2002 and 2003 with IE5 and 6 but steadily

declining since, despite the introduction of IE7. Microsoft spent over a 100 million

dollars (USD) a year in the late 1990s, with over 1000 people working on IE by 1999.

Internet Explorer was first released as part of the add-on package Plus! for Windows

95. Later versions were available as free downloads, or in service packs, and included

in the OEM service releases of Windows 95 and later versions of Windows. The most

recent release is version 7.0, which is available as a free update for Windows XP

Service Pack 2, and Windows Server 2003 with Service Pack 1 or later, Windows

Vista, and Windows Server 2008. An embedded OEM version called Internet

Explorer for Windows CE (IE CE) is also available for WinCE based platforms and is
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currently based on IE6. Another Windows CE/ Windows Mobile browser known as

Internet Explorer Mobile is from a different code base and should not be confused

with desktop versions of the browser. In early 2008, a beta for the next version

Internet Explorer 8 was released to the public.

The Internet Explorer project was started in the summer of 1994 by Thomas Reardon

and subsequently led by Benjamin Slivka, leveraging source code from Spyglass, Inc.

Mosaic, an early commercial web browser with formal ties to the pioneering NCSA

Mosaic browser. In late 1994, Microsoft licensed Spyglass Mosaic for a quarterly fee

plus a percentage of Microsoft's non-Windows revenues for the software. Although

bearing a name similar to NCSA Mosaic, which was the first widely used web

browser, Spyglass Mosaic was relatively unknown in its day and used the NCSA

Mosaic source code only sparingly.

1.2 Machine Language

Machine code or machine language is a system of instructions and data executed

directly by a computer's central processing unit. Machine code may be regarded as a

primitive (and cumbersome) programming language or as the lowest-level

representation of a compiled and/or assembled computer program. Programs in

interpreted languages are not represented by machine code however, although their

interpreter (which may be seen as a processor executing the higher level program)

often is. Machine code is sometimes called native code when referring to platform-

dependent parts of language features or libraries. Machine code should not be

confused with so called "bytecode", which is executed by an interpreter.

1.3 Machine code instructions

Instructions are patterns of bits with different patterns corresponding to different

commands to the machine.

Every CPU model has its own machine code, or instruction set. Successor or

derivative processor designs may completely include all the instructions of a

predecessor and may add additional instructions. Some nearly completely compatible

processor designs may have slightly different effects after similar instructions.
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Occasionally a successor processor design will discontinue or alter the meaning of a

predecessor's instruction code, making migration of machine code between the two

processors more difficult. Even if the same model of processor is used, two different

systems may not run the same example of machine code if they differ in memory

arrangement, operating system, or peripheral devices because the machine code has

no embedded information about the configuration of the system.

A machine code instruction set may have all instructions of the same length, or may

have variable-length instructions. How the patterns are organized depends largely on

the specification of the machine code. Common to most is the division of one field

(the opcode) which specifies the exact operation (for example "add"). Other fields

may give the type of the operands, their location, or their value directly (operands

contained in an instruction are called immediate).

A computer program is a sequence of instructions that are executed by a CPU. While

simple processors execute instructions one after the other, superscalar processors are

capable of executing several instructions at once.

Program flow may be influenced by special 'jump' instructions that transfer execution

to an instruction other than the following one. Conditional jumps are taken (execution

continues at another address) or not (execution continues at the next instruction)

depending on some condition.

1.4 Assembly languages

A much more readable rendition of machine language, called assembly language, uses

mnemonic codes to refer to machine code instructions, rather than simply using the

instructions' numeric values. For example, on the Zilog Z80 processor, the machine

code 00000101, which causes the CPU to decrement the B processor register, would

be represented in assembly language as DEC B.

1.5 Microsoft Visual C++

Microsoft Visual C++ (often abbreviated as MSVC) is a commercial integrated

development environment (IDE) product engineered by Microsoft for the C, C++, and

C++/CLI programming languages. It has tools for developing and debugging C++
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code, especially code written for the Microsoft Windows API, the DirectX API, and

the Microsoft .NET Framework.

1.6 Visual C++ 2005

o The predecessor to Visual C++ was called Microsoft C/C++. There was also a

Microsoft QuickC 2.5 and a Microsoft QuickC for Windows 1.0.

o Visual C++ 1.0, which included MFC 2.0, was the first version of Visual C++,

released in 1992, available in both 16-bit and 32-bit versions.

o Visual C++ 1.5, which included MFC 2.5, added OLE 2.0 and ODBC support to

MFC. It was 16-bit only and was the first version of Visual C++ that came

only on CD-ROM.

o Visual C++ 1.52c was a patched version of 1.5, but deserves its own entry since

it is the last, and arguably most popular, development platform for Microsoft

Windows 3.x. It is available through Microsoft Developer Network.

Visual C++ 2.0, which included MFC 3.0, was the first version to be 32-bit only. In

many ways, this version was ahead of its time because Windows 95, then codenamed

"Chicago", was not released, and Windows NT had only a small market share. As a

result, this release was almost a "lost generation". Updates available through

subscription included version 2.1 and 2.2. Microsoft included and updated Visual

C++ 1.5 as part of the 2.x releases up to 2.1, which included Visual C++ 1.52, and

both 16-bit and 32-bit version of the Control Development Kit (CDK) were included.

Visual C++ 2.x also supported Win32s development. It is available through Microsoft

Developer Network. There was a Visual C++ 2.0 RISC Edition for MIPS and Alpha

processors, as well as a cross-platform edition for the Macintosh (68000 instruction

set).

1.7 .NET framework

The Microsoft .NET Framework is a software framework that is available with

several Microsoft Windows operating systems. It includes a large library of coded

solutions to prevent common programming problems and a virtual machine that
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manages the execution of programs written specifically for the framework. The .NET

Framework is a key Microsoft offering and is intended to be used by most new

applications created for the Windows platform.

The coded solutions that form the framework's Base Class Library cover a large range

of programming needs in a number of areas, including user interface, data access,

database connectivity, cryptography, web application development, numeric

algorithms, and network communications. The class library is used by programmers,

who combine it with their own code to produce applications.

Programs written for the .NET Framework execute in a software environment that

manages the program's runtime requirements. Also part of the .NET Framework, this

runtime environment is known as the Common Language Runtime (CLR). The CLR

provides the appearance of an application virtual machine so that programmers need

not consider the capabilities of the specific CPU that will execute the program. The

CLR also provides other important services such as security, memory management,

and exception handling. The class library and the CLR together compose the .NET

Framework.

Version 3.0 of the .NET Framework is included with Windows Server 2008 and

Windows Vista. The current version of the framework can also be installed on

Windows XP and the Windows Server 2003 family of operating systems. A reduced

"Compact" version of the .NET Framework is also available on Windows Mobile

platforms, including smartphones.

1.8 Software Technologies

Software engineering is the application of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable

approach to the development, operation, and maintenance of software, and the study

of these approaches. That is the application of engineering to software.

The term software engineering first appeared in the 1968 NATO Software

Engineering Conference and was meant to provoke thought regarding the current

"software crisis" at the time. Since then, it has continued as a profession and field of

study dedicated to creating software that is of higher quality, cheaper, maintainable,
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and quicker to build. Since the field is still relatively young compared to its sister

fields of engineering, there is still much work and debate around what software

engineering actually is, and if it deserves the title engineering. It has grown

organically out of the limitations of viewing software as just programming. Software

development is a term sometimes preferred by practitioners in the industry who view

software engineering as too heavy-handed and constrictive to the malleable process of

creating software.

Yet, in spite of its youth as a profession, the field's future looks bright as Money

Magazine and Salary.com rated software engineering as the best job in America in

2006.

Topic : Web Browser Basics: Internet Explorer And Firefox 28

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Web browser

 Protocols and standards

 Windows Internet Explorer

 Usage share of Internet Explorer, 19942009

 Internet Explorer

 FTP fundamentals

Definition/Overview:

Web browser: A Web browser is a software application which enables a user to display and

interact with text, images, videos, music, games and other information typically located on a

Web page at a Web site on the World Wide Web or a local area network. Text and images on

a Web page can contain hyperlinks to other Web pages at the same or different Web site.

Web browsers allow a user toquickly and easily access information provided on many Web
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pages at many Web sites by traversing these links. Web browsers format HTML information

for display, so the appearance of a Web page may differ between browsers.

Web browsers are the most-commonly-used type of HTTP user agent. Although browsers are

typically used to access the World Wide Web, they can also be used to access information

provided by Web servers in private networks or content in file systems.

Key Points:

1. Protocols and standards

Web browsers communicate with Web servers primarily using Hypertext Transfer Protocol

(HTTP) to fetch Web pages. HTTP allows Web browsers to submit information to Web

servers as well as fetch Web pages from them. The most-commonly-used version of HTTP is

HTTP/1.1, which is fully defined in RFC 2616. HTTP/1.1 has its own required standards that

Internet Explorer does not fully support, but most other current-generation Web browsers do.

Pages are located by means of a URL, which is treated as an address, beginning with http: for

HTTP transmission. Many browsers also support a variety of other URL types and their

corresponding protocols, such as gopher: for Gopher (a hierarchical hyperlinking protocol),

ftp: for File Transfer Protocol (FTP), rtsp: for Real-time Streaming Protocol (RTSP), and

https: for HTTPS (HTTP Secure, which is HTTP augmented by Secure Sockets Layer or

Transport Layer Security).

The file format for a Web page is usually HTML (HyperText Markup Language) and is

identified in the HTTP protocol using a MIME content type. Most browsers natively support

a variety of formats in addition to HTML, such as the JPEG, PNG and GIF image formats,

and can be extended to support more through the use of plugins. The combination of HTTP

content type and URL protocol specification allows Web-page designers to embed images,

animations, video, sound, and streaming media into a Web page, or to make them accessible

through the Web page.

Early Web browsers supported only a very simple version of HTML. The rapid development

of proprietary Web browsers led to the development of non-standard dialects of HTML,

leading to problems with Web interoperability. Modern Web browsers support a combination

of standards-based and de facto HTML and XHTML, which should be rendered in the same
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way by all browsers. No browser fully supports HTML 4.01, XHTML 1.x or CSS 2.1 yet.

Many sites are designed using WYSIWYG HTML-generation programs such as Adobe

Dreamweaver or Microsoft FrontPage. Microsoft FrontPage often generates non-standard

HTML by default, hindering the work of the W3C in promulgating standards, specifically

with XHTML and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), which are used for page layout.

Dreamweaver and other more modern Microsoft HTML development tools such as Microsoft

Expression Web and Microsoft Visual Studio conform to the W3C standards.

Some of the more popular browsers include additional components to support Usenet news,

Internet Relay Chat (IRC), and e-mail. Protocols supported may include Network News

Transfer Protocol (NNTP), Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), Internet Message Access

Protocol (IMAP), and Post Office Protocol (POP). These browsers are often referred to as

"Internet suites" or "application suites" rather than merely Web browsers.

1.1 Windows Internet Explorer

Windows Internet Explorer (formerly Microsoft Internet Explorer; abbreviated

MSIE), commonly abbreviated to IE, is a series of graphical web browsers developed

by Microsoft and included as part of the Microsoft Windows line of operating systems

starting in 1995. It has been the most widely used web browser since 1999, attaining a

peak of about 95% usage share during 2002 and 2003 with IE5 and IE6 and that

precentage share has declined since in the face of renewed competition from other

web browser developers. Microsoft spent over $100 million a year in the late 1990s,

with over 1,000 people working on IE by 1999.

The most recent stable release is Internet Explorer 7, which is available as a free

update for Windows XP Service Pack 2 and later, Windows Server 2003 with Service

Pack 1 or later, Windows Vista, and Windows Server 2008. A public release

candidate of Internet Explorer 8 was released in January 2009.

The Internet Explorer project was started in the summer of 1994 by Thomas Reardon

and subsequently led by Benjamin Slivka, leveraging source code from Spyglass, Inc.

Mosaic, an early commercial web browser with formal ties to the pioneering NCSA

Mosaic browser. In late 1994, Microsoft licensed Spyglass Mosaic for a quarterly fee

plus a percentage of Microsoft's non-Windows revenues for the software. Although
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bearing a name similar to NCSA Mosaic, Spyglass Mosaic had used the NCSA

Mosaic source code sparingly.

Internet Explorer was first released as part of the add-on package Plus! for Windows

95 in 1995. Later versions were available as free downloads, or in service packs, and

included in the OEM service releases of Windows 95 and later versions of Windows.

Other versions available since the late 1990s include an embedded OEM version

called Internet Explorer for Windows CE (IE CE), which is available for WinCE

based platforms and currently based on IE6. Internet Explorer for Pocket PC, later

rebranded Internet Explorer Mobile for Windows Mobile was also developed, and

remain in development alongside the more advanced desktop versions.

1.2 Internet Explorer 1

Internet Explorer 1 debuted in August 1995. It was a reworked version of Spyglass

Mosaic which Microsoft had licensed, like many other companies initiating browser

development, from Spyglass Inc. It came with Microsoft Plus! for Windows 95 and

OEM release of Windows 95. It was installed as part of the Internet Jumpstart Kit in

Plus!. The Internet Explorer team began with about half a dozen people in early

development. Internet Explorer 1.5 was released several months later for Windows

NT and added support for basic table rendering. However, by including it for free on

their OS they did not have to pay royalties to Spyglass Inc., which resulted in a

lawsuit and multi-million USD settlements.

Internet Explorer 2 was released for Windows 95, Windows NT 3.5, and NT 4.0 in

November 1995 (following a 2.0 beta in October). It featured support for SSL,

cookies, VRML, RSA, and Internet newsgroups. Version 2 was also the first release

for Windows 3.1 and Macintosh System 7.0.1 (PPC or 68k), although the Mac version

was not released until January 1996 for PPC, and April for 68k. Version 2.1 for the

Mac came out in August 1996, although by this time Windows was getting 3.0.

Version 2 was included in Windows 95 OSR 1 and Microsoft's Internet Starter Kit for

Windows 95 in early 1996, It launched with twelve languages including English but

this expanded to 24, 20, and 9 for Win 95, Win 3.1 and Mac respectively by April

1996. The 2.0i version supported double-byte character-set.
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1.3 Usage share of Internet Explorer, 19942009

Internet Explorer 3, was released in August 1996, and went on to be much more

popular than its predecessors. It was developed without Spyglass source code,

although still crediting Spyglass "technology" in the program's documentation.

Internet Explorer 3 was the first major browser with CSS support, although this

support was only partial. Released on August 13, 1996, it also introduced support for

ActiveX controls, Java applets, inline multimedia, and the PICS system for content

metadata. Version 3 also came bundled with Internet Mail and News, NetMeeting,

and an early version of the Windows Address Book, and was itself included with

Windows 95 OSR 2. Version 3 proved to be the first more popular version of Internet

Explorer, which brought with it increased scrutiny. In the months following its

release, a number of security and privacy vulnerabilities were found by researchers

and hackers. This version of Internet Explorer was the first to have the 'blue e' logo.

The Internet Explorer team consisted of roughly 100 people during the development

of three months. The first major IE security hole, the Princeton Word Macro Virus

Loophole, was discovered on August 22, 1996 in IE3. Backwards compatibility was

handled by allowing users who upgraded to IE3 to still use the last IE, because the

installation converted the previous version to separate directory

1.4 Firefox

Mozilla Firefox is a free and open source web browser descended from the Mozilla

Application Suite and managed by Mozilla Corporation. Firefox had 21% of the

recorded usage share of web browsers as of January 2009, making it the second-most

popular browser in current use worldwide, after Internet Explorer.

To display web pages, Firefox uses the Gecko layout engine, which implements some

current web standards plus a few features which are intended to anticipate likely

additions to the standards.

Firefox includes tabbed browsing, a spell checker, incremental find, live

bookmarking, a download manager, and an integrated search system that uses the

user's desired search engine. Functions can be added through add-ons created by

third-party developers, the most popular of which include the NoScript JavaScript
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disabling utility, Tab Mix Plus customizer, FoxyTunes media player control toolbar,

Adblock Plus ad blocking utility, StumbleUpon (website discovery), Foxmarks

Bookmark Synchronizer (bookmark synchronizer), DownThemAll! download

enhancer, and Web Developer toolbar.

Firefox runs on various versions of Microsoft Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, and many

other Unix-like operating systems. Its current stable release is version 3.0.6, released

on February 3, 2009. Firefox's source code is free software, released under a tri-

license GPL/LGPL/MPL.

1.6 History

Dave Hyatt and Blake Ross began working on the Firefox project as an experimental

branch of the Mozilla project. They believed the commercial requirements of

Netscape's sponsorship and developer-driven feature creep compromised the utility of

the Mozilla browser. To combat what they saw as the Mozilla Suite's software bloat,

they created a stand-alone browser, with which they intended to replace the Mozilla

Suite. On April 3, 2003, the Mozilla Organization announced that they planned to

change their focus from the Mozilla Suite to Firefox and Thunderbird.

The Firefox project has undergone several name changes. Originally titled Phoenix, it

was renamed because of trademark issues with Phoenix Technologies. The

replacement name, Firebird, provoked an intense response from the Firebird free

database software project. In response, the Mozilla Foundation stated that the browser

should always bear the name Mozilla Firebird to avoid confusion with the database

software. Continuing pressure from the database server's development community

forced another change; on February 9, 2004, Mozilla Firebird became Mozilla

Firefox, often referred to as simply Firefox. Mozilla prefers Firefox to be abbreviated

as Fx or fx, though it is often abbreviated as FF.

The Firefox project went through many versions before 1.0 was released on

November 9, 2004. After a series of stability and security fixes, the Mozilla

Foundation released its first major update, Firefox version 1.5, on November 29,

2005. On October 24, 2006, Mozilla released Firefox 2. This version includes updates

to the tabbed browsing environment, the extensions manager, the GUI, and the find,
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search and software update engines; a new session restore feature; inline spell

checking; and an anti-phishing feature which was implemented by Google as an

extension, and later merged into the program itself. In December 2007, Firefox Live

Chat was launched. It allows users to ask volunteers questions through a system

powered by Jive Software, with guaranteed hours of operation and the possibility of

help after hours

File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is a network protocol used to transfer data from one

computer to another through a network such as the Internet.

FTP is a file transfer protocol for exchanging and manipulating files over a TCP

computer network. An FTP client may connect to an FTP server to manipulate files

on that server.

1.7 FTP fundamentals

FTP sites are typically used for uploading and downloading files to a central server

computer, for the purpose of file distribution.

The process of downloading and uploading files at an FTP site is accomplished with

an FTP client software application. There are both commercial and free FTP client

products, and some webbrowser-based free FTP programs as well.

The typical information needed to connect to an FTP site is:

o The "server address" or "hostname" of the computer to connect to.

o The username and password to use as credentials to access the files on the FTP

server.

FTP runs over TCP. It defaults to listen on port 21 for incoming connections from

FTP clients. A connection to this port from the FTP Client forms the control stream

on which commands are passed from the FTP client to the FTP server and on

occasion from the FTP server to the FTP client. FTP uses out-of-band control, which

means it uses a separate connection for control and data. Thus, for the actual file

transfer to take place, a different connection is required which is called the data
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stream. Depending on the transfer mode, the process of setting up the data stream is

different. Port 21 for control (or program), port 20 for data.

In active mode, the FTP client opens a dynamic port, sends the FTP server the

dynamic port number on which it is listening over the control stream and waits for a

connection from the FTP server. When the FTP server initiates the data connection to

the FTP client it binds the source port to port 20 on the FTP server.

In order to use active mode, the client sends a PORT command, with the IP and port

as argument. The format for the IP and port is "h1,h2,h3,h4,p1,p2". Each field is a

decimal representation of 8 bits of the host IP, followed by the chosen data port. For

example, a client with an IP of 192.168.0.1, listening on port 49154 for the data

connection will send the command "PORT 192,168,0,1,192,2". The port fields should

be interpreted as p1256 + p2 = port, or, in this example, 192256 + 2 = 49154.

In passive mode, the FTP server opens a dynamic port, sends the FTP client the

server's IP address to connect to and the port on which it is listening (a 16-bit value

broken into a high and low byte, as explained above) over the control stream and

waits for a connection from the FTP client. In this case, the FTP client binds the

source port of the connection to a dynamic port.

To use passive mode, the client sends the PASV command to which the server would

reply with something similar to "227 Entering Passive Mode (127,0,0,1,192,52)". The

syntax of the IP address and port are the same as for the argument to the PORT

command.

In extended passive mode, the FTP server operates exactly the same as passive mode,

however it only transmits the port number (not broken into high and low bytes) and

the client is to assume that it connects to the same IP address that was originally

connected to. Extended passive mode was added by RFC 2428 in September 1998.

While data is being transferred via the data stream, the control stream sits idle. This

can cause problems with large data transfers through firewalls which time out sessions

after lengthy periods of idleness. While the file may well be successfully transferred,
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the control session can be disconnected by the firewall, causing an error to be

generated.

The FTP protocol supports resuming of interrupted downloads using the REST

command. The client passes the number of bytes it has already received as argument

to the REST command and restarts the transfer. In some commandline clients for

example, there is an often-ignored but valuable command, "reget" (meaning "get

again") that will cause an interrupted "get" command to be continued, hopefully to

completion, after a communications interruption.

Resuming uploads is not as easy. Although the FTP protocol supports the APPE

command to append data to a file on the server, the client does not know the exact

position at which a transfer got interrupted. It has to obtain the size of the file some

other way, for example over a directory listing or using the SIZE command.

In ASCII mode (see below), resuming transfers can be troublesome if client and

server use different end of line characters.

While transferring data over the network, several data representations can be used.

The two most common transfer modes are:

o ASCII mode

o Binary mode: In "Binary mode", the sending machine sends each file byte for

byte and as such the recipient stores the bytestream as it receives it. (The FTP

standard calls this "IMAGE" or "I" mode)

In "ASCII mode", any form of data that is not plain text will be corrupted. When a file

is sent using an ASCII-type transfer, the individual letters, numbers, and characters

are sent using their ASCII character codes. The receiving machine saves these in a

text file in the appropriate format (for example, a Unix machine saves it in a Unix

format, a Windows machine saves it in a Windows format). Hence if an ASCII

transfer is used it can be assumed plain text is sent, which is stored by the receiving

computer in its own format. Translating between text formats might entail substituting

the end of line and end of file characters used on the source platform with those on the

destination platform, e.g. a Windows machine receiving a file from a Unix machine
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will replace the line feeds with carriage return-line feed pairs. It might also involve

translating characters; for example, when transferring from an IBM mainframe to a

system using ASCII, EBCDIC characters used on the mainframe will be translated to

their ASCII equivalents, and when transferring from the system using ASCII to the

mainframe, ASCII characters will be translated to their EBCDIC equivalents.

By default, most FTP clients use ASCII mode. Some clients try to determine the

required transfer-mode by inspecting the file's name or contents, or by determining

whether the server is running an operating system with the same text file format.

1.8 Blogging

A blog (a contraction of the term weblog) is a website, usually maintained by an

individual with regular entries of commentary, descriptions of events, or other

material such as graphics or video. Entries are commonly displayed in reverse-

chronological order. "Blog" can also be used as a verb, meaning to maintain or add

content to a blog.

Many blogs provide commentary or news on a particular subject; others function as

more personal online diaries. A typical blog combines text, images, and links to other

blogs, Web pages, and other media related to its topic. The ability for readers to leave

comments in an interactive format is an important part of many blogs. Most blogs are

primarily textual, although some focus on art (artlog), photographs (photoblog),

sketches (sketchblog), videos (vlog), music (MP3 blog), audio (podcasting), which are

part of a wider network of social media. Micro-blogging is another type of blogging,

one which consists of blogs with very short posts. As of December 2007, blog search

engine Technorati was tracking more than 112 million blogs. With the advent of video

blogging, the word blog has taken on an even looser meaning that of any bit of media

wherein the subject expresses his opinion or simply talks about something.

1.9 Personal Blogs

The personal blog, an ongoing diary or commentary by an individual, is the

traditional, most common blog. Personal bloggers usually take pride in their blog

posts, even if their blog is never read by anyone but them. Blogs often become more

than a way to just communicate; they become a way to reflect on life or works of art.

Blogging can have a sentimental quality. Few personal blogs rise to fame and the

mainstream, but some personal blogs quickly garner an extensive following. A type of
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personal blog is referred to as "microblogging," which is extremely detailed blogging

as it seeks to capture a moment in time. Sites, such as Twitter, allow bloggers to share

thoughts and feelings instantaneously with friends and family and is much faster than

e-mailing or writing. This form of social media lends to an online generation already

too busy to keep in touch.

1.10 Corporate Blogs

A blog can be private, as in most cases, or it can be for business purposes. Blogs,

either used internally to enhance the communication and culture in a corporation or

externally for marketing, branding or public relations purposes are called corporate

blogs.

Question Blogging is a type of blog that answers questions. Questions can be

submitted in the form of a submittal form, or through email or other means such as

telephone or VOIP. Qlogs can be used to display shownotes from podcasts or the

means of conveying information through the internet. Many question logs use

syndication such as RSS as a means of conveying answers to questions.

A blog comprising videos is called a vlog, one comprising links is called a linklog, a

site containing a portfolio of sketches is called a sketchblog or one comprising photos

is called a photoblog. Blogs with shorter posts and mixed media types are called

tumblelogs. Blogs that are written on typewriters and then scanned are called typecast

or typecast blogs; see typecasting (blogging).

Topic : Introduction To Xhtml 118

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 The Extensible Hypertext Markup Language, or XHTML

 Motivation
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 Relationship to HTML

 XHTML 1.1Module-based XHTML

 XHTML Basic and XHTML-MP

Definition/Overview:

The Extensible Hypertext Markup Language, or XHTML: The Extensible Hypertext

Markup Language, or XHTML, is a markup language that has the same depth of expression

as HTML, but also conforms to XML syntax.

While HTML prior to HTML5 was defined as an application of Standard Generalized

Markup Language (SGML), a very flexible markup language, XHTML is an application of

XML, a more restrictive subset of SGML. Because they need to be well-formed, true

XHTML documents allow for automated processing to be performed using standard XML

toolsunlike HTML, which requires a relatively complex, lenient, and generally custom parser.

XHTML can be thought of as the intersection of HTML and XML in many respects, since it

is a reformulation of HTML in XML. XHTML 1.0 became a World Wide Web Consortium

(W3C) Recommendation on January 26, 2000. XHTML 1.1 became a W3C

Recommendation on May 31, 2001.

Key Points:

1. Overview

XHTML is "a reformulation of the three HTML 4 document types as applications of XML

1.0". The W3C also continues to maintain the HTML 4.01 Recommendation and the

specifications for HTML5 and XHTML5 are being actively developed. In the current

XHTML 1.0 Recommendation document, as published and revised to August 2002, the W3C

comments that, "The XHTML family is the next step in the evolution of the Internet. By

migrating to XHTML today, content developers can enter the XML world with all of its

attendant benefits, while still remaining confident in their content's backward and future

compatibility."
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1.1 Motivation

In the late 1990s, many considered that the future of HTML lay in the creation of a

version adhering to the syntax rules of XML. The then current version of HTML,

HTML 4, was ostensibly an application of Standard Generalized Markup Language

(SGML); however the specification for SGML was complex, and neither web

browsers nor the HTML 4 Recommendation were fully conformant with it. By

shifting the underlying base from SGML to the simpler XML, HTML would become

compatible with common XML tools. Servers and proxies would be able to transform

content, as necessary, for constrained devices such as mobile phones.

Another key advantage was extensibility. By utilising namespaces, XHTML

documents could include fragments from other XML-based languages such as

Scalable Vector Graphics and MathML. Finally, the renewed work would provide an

opportunity to divide HTML into reusable components (XHTML Modularization) and

clean up untidy parts of the language.

1.2 Relationship to HTML

HTML is the antecedent technology to XHTML. The changes from HTML to first-

generation XHTML 1.0 are minor and are mainly to achieve conformance with XML.

The most important change is the requirement that the document must be well-formed

and that all elements must be explicitly closed as required in XML. In XML, all

element and attribute names are case-sensitive, so the XHTML approach has been to

define all tag names to be lowercase.

This contrasts with some earlier established traditions which began around the time of

HTML 2.0, when many used uppercase tags. In XHTML, all attribute values must be

enclosed by quotes; either single (') or double (") quotes may be used. In contrast, this

was sometimes optional in SGML-based HTML, where attributes can omit quotes in

certain cases. All elements must also be explicitly closed, including empty (aka

singleton) elements such as img and br. This can be done by adding a closing slash to

the start tag, e.g., <img /> and <br />. Attribute minimization (e.g., <option selected>)

is also prohibited, as the attribute selected contains no explicit value; instead this

would be written as <option selected="selected">.
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HTML elements which are optional in the content model will not appear in the DOM

tree unless they are explicitly specified. For example, an XHTML page must have a

<body> element, and a table will not have a <tbody> element unless the author

specifies one.

The XHTML 1.0 recommendation devotes a section to differences between HTML

and XHTML. The WHATWG wiki similarly considers differences that arise with the

use of (X)HTML5.

Because XHTML and HTML are closely related technologies, sometimes they are

written about and documented in parallel. In such circumstances, some authors

conflate the two names by using a parenthetical notation, such as (X)HTML. This

indicates that the documentation and principles can be considered to apply generally

to both standards.

1.3 Adoption

The similarities between HTML 4.01 and XHTML 1.0 led many web sites and

content management systems to adopt the initial W3C XHTML 1.0 Recommendation.

To aid authors in the transition, the W3C provided guidance on how to publish

XHTML 1.0 documents in an HTML-compatible manner, and serve them to browsers

that were not designed for XHTML.

Such "HTML-compatible" content is sent using the HTML media type (text/html)

rather than the official Internet media type for XHTML (application/xhtml+xml).

When measuring the adoption of XHTML to that of regular HTML, therefore, it is

important to distinguish whether it is media type usage or actual document contents

that is being compared.

Most web browsers have mature support for all of the possible XHTML media types.

The notable exception is Internet Explorer by Microsoft; rather than rendering

application/xhtml+xml content, a dialog box invites the user to save the content to

disk instead. Both Internet Explorer 7 (released in 2006) and Internet Explorer 8

Release Candidate 1 (released in January 2009) exhibit this behavior, and it is unclear

whether this will be resolved in a future release. As long as this remains the case,
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most web developers avoid using XHTML that isnt HTML-compatible, so advantages

of XML such as namespaces, faster parsing and smaller-footprint browsers do not

benefit the user. Microsoft developer Chris Wilson explained in 2005 that IE7s

priorities were improved security and CSS support, and that proper XHTML support

would be difficult to graft onto IEs compatibility-oriented HTML parser.

1.4 Criticism

In the early 2000s, some web developers began to question why Web authors ever

made the leap into authoring in XHTML. Others countered that the problems ascribed

to the use of XHTML could mostly be attributed to two main sources: the production

of invalid XHTML documents by some Web authors and the lack of support for

XHTML built into IE6. They went on to describe the benefits of XML-based Web

documents (i.e. XHTML) regarding searching, indexing and parsing as well as future-

proofing the Web itself.

In October 2006, HTML inventor and W3C chair Tim Berners-Lee, introducing a

major W3C effort to develop new XHTML5 and HTML5 specifications, posted in his

blog that, "The attempt to get the world to switch to XML ... all at once didn't work.

The large HTML-generating public did not move ... Some large communities did shift

and are enjoying the fruits of well-formed systems ... The plan is to charter a

completely new HTML group." In the current HTML and XHTML 5 working draft,

its authors say that, "special attention has been given to defining clear conformance

criteria for user agents in an effort to improve interoperability", "...while at the same

time updating the HTML specifications to address issues raised in the past few years."

Ian Hickson, author of the important paper criticising the use of XHTML in 2002, is a

member of the group developing this specification and is listed as one of the co-

authors of the current working draft

1.5 Modularization of XHTML

The initial draft of Modularization of XHTML became available in April 1999, and

reached Recommendation status in April 2001. Modularization provides an abstract

collection of components through which XHTML can be subsetted and extended. The
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feature is intended to help XHTML extend its reach onto emerging platforms, such as

mobile devices and Web-enabled televisions.

The first XHTML Family Markup Languages to be developed with this technique

were XHTML 1.1 and XHTML Basic 1.0. Another example is XHTML-Print (W3C

Recommendation, September 2006), a language designed for printing from mobile

devices to low-cost printers.

In October 2008 Modularization of XHTML was superseded by XHTML

Modularization 1.1, which adds an XML Schema implementation.

1.6 XHTML 1.1Module-based XHTML

XHTML 1.1 evolved out of the work surrounding the initial Modularization of

XHTML specification. The W3C released a first draft in September 1999;

Recommendation status was reached in May 2001. The modules combined within

XHTML 1.1 effectively recreate XHTML 1.0 Strict, with the addition of ruby

annotation elements (ruby, rbc, rtc, rb, rt and rp) to better support East-Asian

languages. Other changes include removal of the lang attribute (in favour of

xml:lang), and removal of the name attribute from the a and map elements.

Although XHTML 1.1 is largely compatible with XHTML 1.0 and HTML 4, in

August 2002 the W3C issued a formal Note advising that it should not be transmitted

with the HTML media type. With limited browser support for the alternate

application/xhtml+xml media type, XHTML 1.1 proved unable to gain widespread

use. In January 2009 a second edition of the document was issued, relaxing this

restriction and allowing XHTML 1.1 to be served as text/html.

XHTML 1.1 Second Edition is expected in the first quarter of 2009.

1.7 XHTML Basic and XHTML-MP

To support constrained devices, XHTML Basic was created by the W3C; it reached

Recommendation status in December 2000. XHTML Basic 1.0 is the most restrictive

version of XHTML, providing a minimal set of features that even the most limited

devices can be expected to support.
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The Open Mobile Alliance and its predecessor the WAP Forum released three

specifications between 2001 and 2006 that extended XHTML Basic 1.0. Known as

XHTML Mobile Profile or XHTML-MP, they were strongly focussed on uniting the

differing markup languages used on mobile handsets at the time. All provide richer

form controls than XHTML Basic 1.0, along with varying levels of scripting support.

XHTML Basic 1.1 became a W3C Recommendation in July 2008, superseding

XHTML-MP 1.2. XHTML Basic 1.1 is almost but not quite a subset of regular

XHTML 1.1. The most notable addition over XHTML 1.1 is the inputmode

attributealso found in XHTML-MP 1.2which provides hints to help browsers improve

form entry.

The XHTML 2 Working Group is considering the creation a new language based on

XHTML 1.1. If XHTML 1.2 is created, it will include WAI-ARIA and role attributes

to better support accessible web applications, and improved Semantic Web support

through RDFa. The inputmode attribute from XHTML Basic 1.1, along with the

target attribute (for specifying frame targets) may also be present. It's important to

note that the XHTML2 WG have not yet been chartered to carry out the development

of XHTML1.2, this means that the XHTML1.2 proposal may not eventuate.

Topic : Cascading Style Sheets

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Cascading Style Sheets (CSS):

 Use of CSS

Definition/Overview:

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS):Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a stylesheet language used

to describe the presentation of a document written in a markup language. Itsmost common
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application is to style web pages written in HTML and XHTML, but the language can be

applied to any kind of XML document, including SVG and XUL.

CSS can be used locally by the readers of web pages to define colors, fonts, layout, and other

aspects of document presentation. It is designed primarily to enable the separation of

document content (written in HTML or a similar markup language) from document

presentation (written in CSS). This separation can improve content accessibility, provide

more flexibility and control in the specification of presentation characteristics, and reduce

complexity and repetition in the structural content (such as by allowing for tableless web

design). CSS can also allow the same markup page to be presented in different styles for

different rendering methods, such as on-screen, in print, by voice (when read out by a speech-

based browser or screen reader) and on Braille-based, tactile devices. CSS specifies a priority

scheme to determine which style rules apply if more than one rule matches against a

particular element. In this so-called cascade, priorities or weights are calculated and assigned

to rules, so that the results are predictable.

Key Points:

1. Syntax

CSS has a simple syntax, and uses a number of English keywords to specify the names of

various style properties.

A style sheet consists of a list of rules. Each rule or rule-set consists of one or more selectors

and a declaration block. A declaration-block consists of a list of semicolon-separated

declarations in braces. Each declaration itself consists of a property, a colon (:), a value, then

a semi-colon (;).

In CSS, selectors are used to declare which elements a style applies to, a kind of match

expression. Selectors may apply to all elements of a specific type, or only those elements

which match a certain attribute; elements may be matched depending on how they are placed

relative to each other in the markup code, or on how they are nested within the document

object model.

In addition to these, a set of pseudo-classes can be used to define further behavior. Probably

the best-known of these is :hover, which applies a style only when the user 'points to' the
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visible element, usually by holding the mouse cursor over it. It is appended to a selector as in

a:hover or #elementid:hover. Other pseudo-classes and pseudo-elements are, for example,

:first-line, :visited or :before. A special pseudo-class is :lang(c), "c".

A pseudo-class selects entire elements, such as :link or :visited, whereas a pseudo-element

makes a selection that may consist of partial elements, such as :first-line or :first-letter.

Selectors may be combined in other ways too, especially in CSS 2.1, to achieve greater

specificity and flexibility.

1.1 Use of CSS

Prior to CSS, nearly all of the presentational attributes of HTML documents were

contained within the HTML markup; all font colors, background styles, element

alignments, borders and sizes had to be explicitly described, often repeatedly, within

the HTML. CSS allows authors to move much of that information to a separate

stylesheet resulting in considerably simpler HTML markup.

Headings (h1 elements), sub-headings (h2), sub-sub-headings (h3), etc., are defined

structurally using HTML. In print and on the screen, choice of font, size, color and

emphasis for these elements is presentational.

Prior to CSS, document authors who wanted to assign such typographic

characteristics to, say, all h2 headings had to use the HTML font and other

presentational elements for each occurrence of that heading type. The additional

presentational markup in the HTML made documents more complex, and generally

more difficult to maintain. In CSS, presentation is separated from structure. In print,

CSS can define color, font, text alignment, size, borders, spacing, layout and many

other typographic characteristics. It can do so independently for on-screen and printed

views. CSS also defines non-visual styles such as the speed and emphasis with which

text is read out by aural text readers. The W3C now considers the advantages of CSS

for defining all aspects of the presentation of HTML pages to be superior to other

methods. It has therefore deprecated the use of all the original presentational HTML

markup
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Style sheets have existed in one form or another since the beginnings of SGML in the

1970s. Cascading Style Sheets were developed as a means for creating a consistent

approach to providing style information for web documents.

As HTML grew, it came to encompass a wider variety of stylistic capabilities to meet

the demands of web developers. This evolution gave the designer more control over

site appearance but at the cost of HTML becoming more complex to write and

maintain. Variations in web browser implementations made consistent site appearance

difficult, and users had less control over how web content was displayed.

To improve the capabilities of web presentation, nine different style sheet languages

were proposed to the W3C's www-style mailing list. Of the nine proposals, two were

chosen as the foundation for what became CSS: Cascading HTML Style Sheets

(CHSS) and Stream-based Style Sheet Proposal (SSP). First, Hkon Wium Lie (now

the CTO of Opera Software) proposed Cascading HTML Style Sheets (CHSS) in

October 1994, a language which has some resemblance to today's CSS. Bert Bos was

working on a browser called Argo which used its own style sheet language, Stream-

based Style Sheet Proposal (SSP). Lie and Bos worked together to develop the CSS

standard (the 'H' was removed from the name because these style sheets could be

applied to other markup languages besides HTML).

Unlike existing style languages like DSSSL and FOSI, CSS allowed a document's

style to be influenced by multiple style sheets. One style sheet could inherit or

"cascade" from another, permitting a mixture of stylistic preferences controlled

equally by the site designer and user.

Topic : Javascript: Control Statements

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:
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 Algorithms

 Why algorithms are necessary: an informal definition

Definition/Overview:

Algorithms: In mathematics, computing, linguistics and related subjects, an algorithm is a

sequence of finite instructions, often used for calculation and data processing. It is formally a

type of effective method in which a list of well-defined instructions for completing a task

will, when given an initial state, proceed through a well-defined series of successive states,

eventually terminating in an end-state. The transition from one state to the next is not

necessarily deterministic; some algorithms, known as probabilistic algorithms, incorporate

randomness.

A partial formalization of the concept began with attempts to solve the

Entscheidungsproblem (the "decision problem") posed by David Hilbert in 1928. Subsequent

formalizations were framed as attempts to define "effective calculability" (Kleene 1943:274)

or "effective method" (Rosser 1939:225); those formalizations included the Gdel-Herbrand-

Kleene recursive functions of 1930, 1934 and 1935, Alonzo Church's lambda calculus of

1936, Emil Post's "Formulation 1" of 1936, and Alan Turing's Turing machines of 19367 and

1939.

Key Points:

1. Why algorithms are necessary: an informal definition

While there is no generally accepted formal definition of "algorithm", an informal definition

could be "an algorithm is a process that performs some sequence of operations." For some

people, a program is only an algorithm if it stops eventually. For others, a program is only an

algorithm if it stops before a given number of calculation steps.

A prototypical example of an "algorithm" is Euclid's algorithm to determine the maximum

common divisor of two integers greater than one: "subtract the smaller number from the

larger one; repeat until you get a zero or a one." This procedure is known to stop always and

the number of subtractions needed is always smaller than the larger of the two numbers.
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We can derive clues to the issues involved and an informal meaning of the word from the

following quotation from Boolos & Jeffrey (1974, 1999) (boldface added):

No human being can write fast enough or long enough or small enough to list all members of

an enumerably infinite set by writing out their names, one after another, in some notation. But

humans can do something equally useful, in the case of certain enumerably infinite sets: They

can give explicit instructions for determining the nth member of the set, for arbitrary finite n.

Such instructions are to be given quite explicitly, in a form in which they could be followed

by a computing machine, or by a human who is capable of carrying out only very elementary

operations on symbols

The words "enumerably infinite" mean "countable using integers perhaps extending to

infinity." Thus Boolos and Jeffrey are saying that an algorithm implies instructions for a

process that "creates" output integers from an arbitrary "input" integer or integers that, in

theory, can be chosen from 0 to infinity. Thus we might expect an algorithm to be an

algebraic equation such as y = m + n two arbitrary "input variables" m and n that produce an

output y. As we see in Algorithm characterizations the word algorithm implies much more

than this, something on the order of (for our addition example):

Precise instructions (in language understood by "the computer") for a "fast, efficient, good"

process that specifies the "moves" of "the computer" (machine or human, equipped with the

necessary internally-contained information and capabilities) to find, decode, and then munch

arbitrary input integers/symbols m and n, symbols + and = ... and (reliably, correctly,

"effectively") produce, in a "reasonable" time, output-integer y at a specified place and in a

specified format.

The concept of algorithm is also used to define the notion of decidability. That notion is

central for explaining how formal systems come into being starting from a small set of

axioms and rules. In logic, the time that an algorithm requires to complete cannot be

measured, as it is not apparently related with our customary physical dimension. From such

uncertainties, that characterize ongoing work, stems the unavailability of a definition of

algorithm that suits both concrete (in some sense) and abstract usage of the term.
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Topic : Java Script Control Statement

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Conditional Statements

 The if, else, and else if Statements

Definition/Overview:

Conditional Statements: Conditional statements are used to make decisions. In real life, we

make all sorts of decisions based on criteria such as "am I being offered enough money to

take this job?" If the answer is "yes," then the result is "take the job."

Key Points:

1. The if, else, and else if Statements

The if, else, and else if statements allow you to make a choice among several options. First

let's look at how to use the if statement to make a choice between two alternatives.

The if statement is the most frequently used decision-making statement. It checks a condition

and if it evaluates to true, then the statement(s) that it governs are evaluated, but if it

evaluates to false then the statement(s) are passed over. The syntax is as follows:

if (condition) statement

or

if (condition)

statement

The condition is always surrounded by parentheses but the statement it governs can be on the

same line or the following line. The JavaScript interpreter always associates the if statement

with whatever statement follows it. Both code layouts work but some people prefer using
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separate lines because it makes their if statements easier to read. Here is an example that uses

two if statements so you can get a feel for how the if statement works:

var myVar1 = true;

var myVar2 = false;

if (myVar1 == true) alert("myVar1 is true");

if (myVar2 == true) alert("myVar2 is true");

This will display only one alert box. The final line in the code will not cause an alert box to

be displayed because the variable myVar2 has the value of false. See Figure 3.7.

Remember that the comparison operator, ==, checks to see if the operands to its right and left

are equal. If they are equal it returns true, and if they are not equal it returns false. In the

above example, the condition for the first if statement evaluates to true because the value of

myVar1 is true. The condition for the second statement evaluates to false because myVar2

does not equal true. As you can see, the if statement makes the decision as to whether the

alert() function is called based on the evaluation of the condition.

Frequently, you will want the if statement (and the other conditional statements for that

matter) to govern more than just one other statement. To do this, you need to use what is

known as a statement block. The statement block consists of a pair of curly braces that

surround the if statement's statements in the same way that curly braces surround the

statements in the function body. For example:

if (condition) {

statement1

statement2

...

statementN

}
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Hopefully this feels familiar. If the condition in parentheses evaluates to true, then the

statements within the curly braces are evaluated. If the condition in parentheses evaluates to

false, then none of those statements is evaluated.

It is useful to use curly braces even when the if statement has only one statement associated

with it. Then if you later need to add other statements, you won't encounter errors caused by

forgetting to add the curly braces.

Remember that conditional statements allow you to take one action if a condition is true and

another if it isn't. This is where the else statement comes in. By placing the else statement

after the if statement, it is linked to the if statement so that the statement(s) it governs is

evaluated if the condition in the parentheses of the if statement turns out to be false. This

saves writing out the condition again. In this way, either the statements the if statement

governs will be evaluated, or the statements the else statement governs will be evaluated.

After all a condition in JavaScript can only evaluate to true or false. Here are a couple of

examples to demonstrate how you would write this:

if (4 < 3)

alert("4 is less than 3");

else

alert("4 isgreater than 3");

Since 4 is greater than 3, the alert after the if statement is ignored; therefore, the alert()

function after the else statement is evaluated. The else statement can also be used with a

function block so you could write:

if (4 < 3) {

alert("The if statement's statement block was evaluated");

alert("because 4 is less than 3");

}
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else {

alert("The else statement's statement block was evaluated")

alert("because 4 is greater than 3")

}

Finally, when you need even more flexibility to check multiple conditions there is the else if

statement. It is inserted between the if and else statements. Here's an example:

var promptVal = prompt("Please enter a number", "");

if (promptVal > 0)

alert("The number you entered was positive");

else if (promptVal == 0)

alert("The number you entered was zero");

else

alert("The number you entered was negative");

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Javascript: Functions

Javascript: Arrays 362

Javascript: Objects

Document Object Model (Dom):

Javascript: Events
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Topic : Javascript: Functions

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Functions

 Objects

 Creating objects

Definition/Overview:

Functions: A function is a block with a (possibly empty) parameter list that is normally

given a name. A function may contain local variables return a value.

function gcd(segmentA, segmentB) {

var diff = segmentA - segmentB

if (diff == 0) return segmentA

if (diff > 0)

return gcd(segmentB, diff)

else

return gcd(setgmentA, -diff)

}

print(gcd(60, 40)); // 20
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Key Points:

1. Calling function

The number of arguments given when calling a function may not necessarily correspond to

the number of arguments in the function definition; a named argument in the definition that

does not have a matching argument in the call will have the value undefined. Within the

function, the arguments may also be accessed through the arguments object; this provides

access to all arguments using indices (e.g. arguments, arguments, ... arguments[n]), including

those beyond the number of named arguments. Note that while the arguments list has a

.length property, it is not an instance of Array; it does not have methods such as .slice(),

.sort(), etc.

All parameters are passed by value (for objects it is the reference to the object that is passed).

var obj1 = {a:1}

var obj2 = {b:2}

function foo(p) {

p = obj2; // ignores actual parameter

p.b = arguments

}

foo(obj1, 3) // Does not affect obj1 at all. 3 is additional parameter

print(obj1.a + " " + obj2.b); // writes 1 3

Functions can be declared inside other functions, and access the outer function's local

variables. Furthermore they impelement closures by remembering the outer function's local

variables even after the outer function has exited.

var v = "top"

var bar
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function foo() {

var v = "foo"

bar = function() {print(v)}

}

foo()

bar() // writes "foo", not "top" even though foo() has exited.

1.1 Objects

For convenience, Types are normally subdivided into primitives and objects. Objects

are entities that have an identity (they are only equal to themselves) and that map

property names to values, ("slots" in prototype-based programming terminology).

Objects may be thought of as associative arrays or hashes, and are often implemented

using these data structures. However, objects have additional features, such as a

prototype chain, which ordinary associative arrays do not have.

JavaScript has several kinds of built-in objects, namely Array, Boolean, Date,

Function, Math, Number, Object, RegExp and String. Other objects are "host

objects", defined not by the language but by the runtime environment. For example, in

a browser, typical host objects belong to the DOM (window, form, links etc.).

1.2 Creating objects

Objects can be created using a constructor or an object literal. The constructor can use

either the built-in Object function or a custom function. It is a convention that

constructor functions are given a name that starts with a capital letter:

// Constructor

var anObject = new Object();

// Object literal
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var objectA = {};

var objectB = {index1:'value 1', index2:'value 2'};

// Custom constructor

Object literals and array literals allow one to easily create flexible data structures:

var myStructure = {

name: {

first: "Mel",

last: "Smith"

},

age: 33,

hobbies: [ "chess", "jogging" ]

};

This is the basis for JSON, which is a simple notation that uses JavaScript-like syntax

for data exchange.

Topic : Javascript: Arrays 362

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Arrays

 Strings
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Definition/Overview:

In computer science, an arrayis a data structure consisting of a group of elements that are

accessed by indexing. In most programming languages each element has the same data type

and the array occupies a contiguous area of storage.

Key Points:

1. Arrays

An Array is a map from integers to values. In JavaScript, all objects can map from integers to

values, but Arrays are a special type of object that has extra behavior and methods

specializing in integer indices (e.g., join,slice, and push).

Arrays have a length property that is guaranteed to always be larger than the largest integer

index used in the array. It is automatically updated if one creates a property with an even

larger index. Writing a smaller number to the lengthproperty will remove larger indices. This

lengthproperty is the only special feature of Arrays that distinguishes it from other objects.

Elements of Arrays may be accessed using normal object property access notation:

myArray;

myArray["1"];

The above two are equivalent. It's not possible to use the "dot"-notation or strings with

alternative representations of the number:

myArray.1; // syntax error

myArray["01"]; // not the same as myArray

Declaration of an array can use either an Array literal or the Array constructor:

myArray = [0,1,,,4,5];// array with length 6 and 6 elements, including 2 undefined

elements

myArray = new Array(0,1,2,3,4,5); // array with length 6 and 6 elements

myArray = new Array(365); // an empty array with length 365

Arrays are implemented so that only the elements defined use memory; they are

"sparse arrays". Setting myArray = 'someThing' and myArray = 'somethingOther' only

uses space for these two elements, just like any other object. The lengthof the array

will still be reported as 58.

You can use the object declaration literal to create objects that behave much like

associative arrays in other languages:

dog = {"color":"brown", "size":"large"};
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dog["color"]; // this gives you "brown"

dog.color; // this also gives you "brown"

You can use the object and array declaration literals to quickly create arrays that are

associative, multidimensional, or both.

cats = [{"color":"brown", "size":"large"},

{"color":"black", "size":"small"}];

cats["size"]; // this gives you "large"

dogs = {"rover":{"color":"brown", "size":"large"},

"spot":{"color":"black", "size":"small"}};

dogs["spot"]["size"]; // this gives you "small"

1.1 Strings

Strings in Javascript are a sequence of characters. Strings in JavaScript can be created

directly by placing the series of characters between double or single quotes.

var greeting = "Hello, world!";

var another_greeting = 'Greetings, people of Earth.';

In Mozilla based browsers, individual characters within a string can be accessed (as strings

with only a single character) through the same notation as arrays:

var h = greeting; // Now h contains 'H' - Works in Mozilla based browsers

But, for Internet Explorer, you have to access the individual characters using the charAt()

method (provided by String.prototype).

This is the preferred way when accessing individual characters within a string, as it also

works in Mozilla-based browsers:

var h = greeting.charAt(0); // Now h contains 'H' - Works in both Internet Explorer /

and Mozilla based browsers

however, JavaScript strings are immutable:

greeting = "H"; // ERROR

Topic : Javascript: Objects

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:
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 Objects

 Creating objects

Definition/Overview:

For convenience, Types are normally subdivided into primitives and objects. Objects are

entities that have an identity (they are only equal to themselves) and that map property names

to values, ("slots" in prototype-based programming terminology).

Key Points:

1. Objects

For convenience, Types are normally subdivided into primitives and objects. Objects are

entities that have an identity (they are only equal to themselves) and that map property names

to values, ("slots" in prototype-based programming terminology). Objects may be thought of

as associative arrays or hashes, and are often implemented using these data structures.

However, objects have additional features, such as a prototype chain, which ordinary

associative arrays do not have.

JavaScript has several kinds of built-in objects, namely Array, Boolean, Date, Function,

Math, Number, Object, RegExp and String. Other objects are "host objects", defined not by

the language but by the runtime environment. For example, in a browser, typical host objects

belong to the DOM (window, form, links etc.).

1. Creating objects

Objects can be created using a constructor or an object literal. The constructor can use either

the built-in Object function or a custom function. It is a convention that constructor functions

are given a name that starts with a capital letter:

// Constructor

var anObject = new Object();

// Object literal
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var objectA = {};

var objectB = {index1:'value 1', index2:'value 2'};

Topic : Document Object Model (Dom):

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Document Object Model (DOM)

 History

 Standardization

Definition/Overview:

The Document Object Model (DOM): The Document Object Model (DOM) is a platform-

and language-independent standard object model for representing HTML or XML documents

as well as an Application Programming Interface (API) for querying, traversing and

manipulating such documents.

Key Points:

1. History

The history of the Document Object Model is intertwined with the history of the "browser

wars" of the late 1990s between Netscape Navigator and Microsoft Internet Explorer, as well

as that of JavaScript and JScript, the first scripting languages to be widely implemented in the

layout engines of web browsers.

JavaScript was released by Netscape Communications in 1996 as part of Netscape Navigator

2.0. Netscape's competitor, Microsoft released Internet Explorer 3.0 later the same year with

a port of JavaScriptcalled JScript. JavaScript and JScript enabled web developers to create

web pages with client-side interactivity. The limited facilities for detecting user-generated

events and modifying the HTML document in the first generation of these languages
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eventually became known as "DOM Level 0" or "Legacy DOM". No independent standard

was developed for DOM Level 0, but it was partly described in the specification of HTML4.

Legacy DOM was limited in the kinds of elements that could be accessed. Form, link and

image elements could be referenced with a hierarchical name that began with the root

document object. A hierarchical name could make use of either the names or the sequential

index of the traversed elements. For example, a form input element could be accessed as

either "document.formName.inputName" or "document.forms .elements".

The Legacy DOM enabled client-side form validation and the popular "rollover" effect.

In 1997, Netscape and Microsoft released version 4.0 of Netscape Navigator and Internet

Explorer, adding support for Dynamic HTML (DHTML), functionality enabling changes to a

loaded HTML document. DHTML required extensions to the rudimentary document object

that was available in the Legacy DOM implementations. Although the Legacy DOM

implementations were largely compatible since JScript was based on JavaScript, the DHTML

DOM extensions were developed in parallel by each browser maker and remained

incompatible. These versions of the DOM became known as the "Intermediate DOM."

The Intermediate DOMs enabled the manipulation of Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) properties

which influence the display of a document. They also provided access to a new feature called

"layers" via the "document.layers" property (Netscape Navigator) and the "document.all"

property (Internet Explorer). Because of the fundamental incompatibilities in the Intermediate

DOMs, cross-browser development required special handling for each supported browser.

Subsequent versions of Netscape Navigator abandoned support for its Intermediate DOM.

Internet Explorer continues to support its Intermediate DOM for backwards compatibility.

1.1 Standardization

The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), founded in 1994 to promote open

standards for the World Wide Web, brought Netscape Communications and Microsoft

together with other companies to develop a standard for browser scripting languages,

called "ECMAScript". The first version of the standard was published in 1997.

Subsequent releases of JavaScript and JScript would implement the ECMAScript

standard for greater cross-browser compatibility.

After the release of ECMAScript, W3C began work on a standardized DOM. The

initial DOM standard, known as "DOM Level 1," was recommended by W3C in late

1998. About the same time, Internet Explorer 5.0 shipped with limited support for

DOM Level 1. DOM Level 1 provided a complete model for an entire HTML or

XML document, including means to change any portion of the document. Non-
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conformant browsers such as Internet Explorer 4.x and Netscape 4.x were still widely

used as late as 2000.

DOM Level 2 was published in late 2000. It introduced the "getElementById"

function as well as an event model and support for XML namespaces and CSS. DOM

Level 3, the current release of the DOM specification, published in April 2004, added

support for XPath and keyboard event handling, as well as an interface for serializing

documents as XML.

By 2005, large parts of W3C DOM were well-supported by common ECMAScript-

enabled browsers, including Microsoft Internet Explorer version 6 (2001), Gecko-

based browsers (like Mozilla, Firefox and Camino), Konqueror, Opera, and Safari.

Topic : Javascript: Events

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Events

 JavaScript needs a way of detecting

Definition/Overview:

JavaScript:JavaScript is a scripting language widely used for client-side web development.

It was the originating dialect of the ECMAScript standard. It is a dynamic, weakly typed,

prototype-based language with first-class functions. JavaScript was influenced by many

languages and was designed to look like Java, but be easier for non-programmers to work

with.

Although best known for its use in websites (as client-side JavaScript), JavaScript is also

used to enable scripting access to objects embedded in other applications
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Key Points:

1. Events

Events are the beating heart of any JavaScript application. On this page I give an overview of

what event handling is, what its problems are and how to write proper cross-browser scripts. I

will also provide pages with the gory details of event handling.

Without events there are no scripts. Take a look at any web page with JavaScript in it: in

nearly all cases there will be an event that triggers the script. The reason is very simple.

JavaScript is meant to add interactivity to your pages: the user does something and the page

reacts.

Therefore JavaScript needs a way of detecting user actions so that it knows when to react. It

also needs to know which functions to execute, functions that do something that you, the web

developer, have judged likely to increase the appeal of your pages. These pages describe the

best way to write such scripts. It isnt easy, but it is very satisfying work.

When the user does something an event takes place. There are also some events that arent

directly caused by the user: the load event that fires when a page has been loaded, for

instance.

JavaScript can detect some of these events. From Netscape 2 onwards it has

been possible to attach an event handler to certain HTML elements mostly links and form

fields in the early days. The event handler waits until a certain event, for instance a click on a

link, takes place. When it happens it handlesthe event by executing some JavaScript you have

defined.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Xml And Rss

Ajax-Enabled Rich Internet Applications

Adobe

Building An Interactive Game 683

Rich Internet Applications
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Topic : Xml And Rss

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 The Extensible Markup Language (XML)

 Valid documents: XML semantics

 ISO DSDL and other schema languages

 ISO DSDL and other schema languages

Definition/Overview:

The Extensible Markup Language (XML): The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a

general-purpose specification for creating custom markup languages. It is classified as an

extensible language, because it allows the user to define the mark-up elements. XML's

purpose is to aid information systems in sharing structured data, especially via the Internet, to

encode documents, and to serialize data; in the last context, it compares with text-based

serialization languages such as JSON and YAML. XML's set of tools helps developers in

creating web pages but its usefulness goes well beyond that. XML, in combination with other

standards, makes it possible to define the content of a document separately from its

formatting, making it easy to reuse that content in other applications or for other presentation

environments. Most importantly, XML provides a basic syntax that can be used to share

information between different kinds of computers, different applications, and different

organizations without needing to pass through many layers of conversion.

XML began as a simplified subset of the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML),

meant to be readable by people via semantic constraints; application languages can be

implemented in XML. These include XHTML, RSS, MathML, GraphML, Scalable Vector

Graphics, MusicXML, and others. Moreover, XML is sometimes used as the specification

language for such application languages.
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Key Points:

1. Valid documents: XML semantics

By leaving the names, allowable hierarchy, and meanings of the elements and attributes open

and definable by a customizable schema or DTD, XML provides a syntactic foundation for

the creation of purpose-specific, XML-based markup languages. The general syntax of such

languages is rigid documents must adhere to the general rules of XML, ensuring that all

XML-aware software can at least read and understand the relative arrangement of

information within them. The schema merely supplements the syntax rules with a set of

constraints. Schemas typically restrict element and attribute names and their allowable

containment hierarchies, such as only allowing an element named 'birthday' to contain one

element named 'month' and one element named 'day', each of which has to contain only

character data. The constraints in a schema may also include data type assignments that affect

how information is processed; for example, the 'month' element's character data may be

defined as being a month according to a particular schema language's conventions, perhaps

meaning that it must not only be formatted a certain way, but also must not be processed as if

it were some other type of data.

An XML document that complies with a particular schema/DTD, in addition to being well-

formed, is said to be valid. An XML schema is a description of a type of XML document,

typically expressed in terms of constraints on the structure and content of documents of that

type, above and beyond the basic constraints imposed by XML itself. A number of standard

and proprietary XML schema languages have emerged for the purpose of formally expressing

such schemas, and some of these languages are XML-based, themselves.

Before the advent of generalised data description languages such as SGML and XML,

software designers had to define special file formats or small languages to share data between

programs. This required writing detailed specifications and special-purpose parsers and

writers.

XML's regular structure and strict parsing rules allow software designers to leave parsing to

standard tools, and since XML provides a general, data model-oriented framework for the

development of application-specific languages, software designers need only concentrate on

the development of rules for their data, at relatively high levels of abstraction.

Well-tested tools exist to validate an XML document "against" a schema: the tool

automatically verifies whether the document conforms to constraints expressed in the
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schema. Some of these validation tools are included in XML parsers, and some are packaged

separately.

Other usages of schemas exist: XML editors, for instance, can use schemas to support the

editing process (by suggesting valid elements and attributes names, etc).

1.1 ISO DSDL and other schema languages

The ISO DSDL (Document Schema Description Languages) standard brings together

a comprehensive set of small schema languages, each targeted at specific problems.

DSDL includes RELAX NG full and compact syntax, Schematron assertion language,

and languages for defining datatypes, character repertoire constraints, renaming and

entity expansion, and namespace-based routing of document fragments to different

validators. DSDL schema languages do not have the vendor support of XML Schemas

yet, and are to some extent a grassroots reaction of industrial publishers to the lack of

utility of XML Schemas for publishing.

Some schema languages not only describe the structure of a particular XML format

but also offer limited facilities to influence processing of individual XML files that

conform to this format. DTDs and XSDs both have this ability; they can forinstance

provide attribute defaults. RELAX NG and Schematron intentionally do not provide

these; for example the infoset augmentation facility.

XML supports the direct use of almost any Unicode character in element names,

attributes, comments, character data, and processing instructions (other than the ones

that have special symbolic meaning in XML itself, such as the open corner bracket,

"<"). Therefore, the following is a well-formed XML document, even though it

includes both Chinese and Cyrillic characters:

Topic : Ajax-Enabled Rich Internet Applications

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Ajax

 Technologies
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 Disadvantages

Definition/Overview:

Ajax: Ajax, or AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML), is a group of interrelated web

development techniques used to create interactive web applications or rich Internet

applications. With Ajax, web applications can retrieve data from the server asynchronously in

the background without interfering with the display and behavior of the existing page. The

use of Ajax has led to an increase in interactive animation on web pages. Data is retrieved

using the XMLHttpRequest object or through the use of Remote Scripting in browsers that do

not support it. Despite the name, the use of JavaScript and XML is not actually required, nor

do the requests need to be asynchronous. The acronym AJAX has thus changed to the term

Ajax, which does not represent these specific technologies

Key Points:

1. Technologies

The term Ajaxhas come to represent a broad group of web technologies that can be used to

implement a web application that communicates with a server in the background, without

interfering with the current state of the page. In the article that coined the term Ajax, Jesse

James Garrett explained that the following technologies are required:

 XHTML and CSS for presentation

 the Document Object Model for dynamic display of and interaction with data

 XML and XSLT for the interchange, manipulation and display of data, respectively

 the XMLHttpRequest object for asynchronous communication

 JavaScript to bring these technologies together

 Since then, however, there have been a number of developments in the technologies used in

an Ajax application, and the definition of the term Ajax. In particular, it has been noted that:

 JavaScript is not the only client-side scripting language that can be used for implementing an

Ajax application. Other languages such as VBScript and EGL Programming Language are

also capable of the required functionality.

 XML is not required for data interchange and therefore XSLT is not required for the

manipulation of data. JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) is often used as an alternative
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format for data interchange, although other formats such as preformatted HTML or plain text

can also be used.

 In many cases, related pages on a website consist of much content that is common between

them. Using traditional methods, that content would have to be reloaded on every request.

However, using Ajax, a web application can request only the content that needs to be

updated, thus drastically reducing bandwidth usage and load time.

 The use of asynchronous requests allows the client's Web browser UI to be more interactive

and to respond quickly to inputs, and sections of pages can also be reloaded individually.

Users may perceive the application to be faster or more responsive, even if the application

has not changed on the server side.

 The use of Ajax can reduce connections to the server, since scripts and style sheets only have

to be requested once.

1.1 Disadvantages

o Pages dynamically created using successive Ajax requests do not automatically

register themselves with the browser's history engine, so clicking the browser's

"back" button may not return the user to an earlier state of the Ajax-enabled

page, but may instead return them to the last full page visited before it.

Workarounds include the use of invisible IFrames to trigger changes in the

browser's history and changing the anchor portion of the URL (following a #)

when AJAXis run and monitoring it for changes.

o Dynamic web page updates also make it difficult for a user to bookmark a

particular state of the application. Solutions to this problem exist, many of

which use the URL fragment identifier (the portion of a URL after the '#') to

keep track of, and allow users to return to, the application in a given state.

o Because most web crawlers do not execute JavaScript code, web applications

should provide an alternative means of accessing the content that would

normally be retrieved with Ajax, to allow search engines to index it.

o Any user whose browser does not support Ajaxor JavaScript, or simply has

JavaScript disabled, will not be able to use its functionality. Similarly, devices
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such as mobile phones, PDAs, and screen readers may not have support for

JavaScript or the XMLHttpRequest object. Also, screen readers that are able

to use Ajaxmay still not be able to properly read the dynamically generated

content. The only way to let the user carry out functionality is to fall back to

non-JavaScript. This can be achieved by making sure links and forms can be

resolved properly and rely not solely on Ajax. In JavaScript, form submission

could then be halted with "return false".

o The same origin policy prevents Ajax from being used across domains, although

the W3C has a draft that would enable this functionality.

o The lack of a standards body behind Ajax means there is no widely adopted best

practice to test Ajax applications. Testing tools for Ajax often do not

understand Ajax event models, data models, and protocols.

o Opens up another attack vector for malicious code that web developers might

not fully test for.

Topic : Adobe

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Adobe Flash

 Adobe Labs

 Open Screen Project

 Open Screen Project

Definition/Overview:

Adobe Flash: Adobe Flash (previously called Macromedia Flash) is a multimedia platform

created by Macromedia and currently developed and distributed by Adobe Systems. Since its
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introduction in 1996, Flash has become a popular method for adding animation and

interactivity to web pages; Flash is commonly used to create animation, advertisements, and

various web page components, to integrate video into web pages, and more recently, to

develop rich Internet applications.

Flash can manipulate vector and raster graphics and supports bi-directional streaming of

audio and video. It contains a scripting language called ActionScript. Several software

products, systems, and devices are able to create or display Flash content, including Adobe

Flash Player, which is available for most common web browsers, some mobile phones and

other electronic devices (using Flash Lite). The Adobe Flash Professional multimedia

authoring program is used to create content for the Adobe Engagement Platform, such as web

applications, games and movies, and content for mobile phones and other embedded devices.

Files in the SWF format, traditionally called "ShockWave Flash" movies, "Flash movies" or

"Flash games", usually have a .swf file extension and may be an object of a web page, strictly

"played" in a standalone Flash Player, or incorporated into a Projector, a self-executing Flash

movie (with the .exe extension in Microsoft Windows). Flash Video (FLV) files have a .flv

file extension and are either used from within .swf files or played through a flv aware player,

such as VLC, or QuickTime and Windows Media Player with external codecs added.

Key Points:

1. Adobe Labs

Adobe Labs (previously Macromedia Labs), is a source for early looks at emerging products

and technologies from Adobe-Macromedia, including downloads of the latest software and

plugins. Flash 9, Flex 3, and ActionScript 3.0 are discussed on the labs.adobe.com website.

An important new development in Flash (as of 2007) is its increasing use in providing the

presentation layer in handheld devices. Adobe is courting cell phone and PDA vendors, and

partnering to deploy Flash Lite as the user interface.

As of November 2007 Adobe Labs is developing the Adobe AIR Project which is a cross-OS

runtime that allows developers to reuse their existing web development skills (Flash, Flex,

HTML, Ajax) to build and deploy desktop rich internet applications (RIAs).

The next version of Flash will have two additional components designed for large scale

implementation. Adobe is adding in the option to require an ad to be played in full before the

main video piece is played. This would be most useful for large scale video sites. Also,
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Adobe has announced plans to add digital rights management (DRM) capabilities into the

new version of Flash. This way Adobe can give companies the option to link an

advertisement with content and make sure that both are played and that they not be changed

2. Open Screen Project

On May 1, 2008 Adobe announced Open Screen Project, which is being designed for

advanced Internet experiences and a consistent application interface across devices such as

personal computers, mobile devices or consumer electronics. It is perceived that the main

goal of the project is to bring Adobe Flash to mobile phones. The project brings advantages

to device makers - it abolishes licensing fees for Adobe Flash Player and Adobe Integrated

Runtime, removes restrictions on the use of the Shockwave Flash (SWF) and Flash Video

(FLV) file formats and publishes application programming interfaces for porting Flash to new

devices. It also publishes Flash Cast protocol and Action Message Format (AMF), which let

Flash applications receive information from remote databases

Topic : Building An Interactive Game 683

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Object-oriented programming

 History

 OOP in scripting

Definition/Overview:

Object-oriented programming: (OOP) is a programming paradigm that uses "Objects" and

their interactions to design applications and computer programs. Programming techniques

may include features such as information hiding, data abstraction, encapsulation, modularity,

polymorphism, and inheritance. It was not commonly used in mainstream software

application development until the early 1990s. Many modern programming languages now

support OOP.
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Key Points:

1. History

Object-oriented programming can trace its roots to the 1960s. As hardware and software

became increasingly complex, quality was often compromised. Researchers studied ways to

maintain software quality and developed object-oriented programming in part to address

common problems by strongly emphasizing discrete, reusable units of programming logic.

The methodology focuses on data rather than processes, with programs composed of self-

sufficient modules (objects) each containing all the information needed to manipulate its own

data structure.

The Simula programming language was the first to introduce the concepts underlying object-

oriented programming (objects, classes, subclasses, virtual methods, coroutines, garbage

collection, and discrete event simulation) as a superset of Algol. Simula was used for physical

modeling, such as models to study and improve the movement of ships and their content

through cargo ports. Smalltalk was the first programming language to be called "object-

oriented".

OOP may be seen as a collection of cooperating objects, as opposed to the more conventional

model, in which a program is seen as a list of tasks (subroutines) to perform. In OOP, each

object is capable of receiving messages, processing data, and sending messages to other

objects.

Each object can be viewed as an independent machine with a distinct role or responsibility.

The actions (or "operators") on the objects are closely associated with the object. For

example, the data structures tend to carry their own operators around with them (or at least

"inherit" them from a similar object or class). The conventional approach tends to consider

data and behavior separately.

The concept of objects and instances in computing had its first major breakthrough with the

PDP-1 system at MIT which was probably the earliest example of capability based

architecture. Another early example was Sketchpad made by Ivan Sutherland in 1963;

however, this was an application and not a programming paradigm. Objects as programming

entities were introduced in the 1960s in Simula 67, a programming language designed for

making simulations, created by Ole-Johan Dahl and Kristen Nygaard of the Norwegian

Computing Centerin Oslo. (They were working on ship simulations, and were confounded by
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the combinatorial explosion of how the different attributes from different ships could affect

one another. The idea occurred to group the different types of ships into different classes of

objects, each class of objects being responsible for defining its own data and behavior.) Such

an approach was a simple extrapolation of concepts earlier used in analog programming. On

analog computers, mapping from real-world phenomena/objects to analog phenomena/objects

(and conversely), was (and is) called 'simulation'. Simula not only introduced the notion of

classes, but also of instances of classes, which is probably the first explicit use of those

notions. The ideas of Simula 67 influenced many later languages, especially Smalltalk and

derivatives of Lisp and Pascal.

The Smalltalk language, which was developed at Xerox PARC in the 1970s, introduced the

term object-oriented programming to represent the pervasive use of objects and messages as

the basis for computation. Smalltalk creators were influenced by the ideas introduced in

Simula 67, but Smalltalk was designed to be a fully dynamic system in which classes could

be created and modified dynamically rather than statically as in Simula 67. Smalltalk and

with it OOP were introduced to a wider audience by the August 1981 issue of Byte magazine.

In the 1970s, Kay's Smalltalk work had influenced the Lisp community to incorporate object-

based techniques which were introduced to developers via the Lisp machine. In the 1980s,

there were a few attempts to design processor architectures which included hardware support

for objects in memory but these were not successful. Examples include the Intel iAPX 432

and the Linn Smart Rekursiv.

Object-oriented programming developed as the dominant programming methodology during

the mid-1990s, largely due to the influence of C++. Its dominance was further enhanced by

the rising popularity of graphical user interfaces, for which object-oriented programming

seems to be well-suited. An example of a closely related dynamic GUI library and OOP

language can be found in the Cocoa frameworks on Mac OS X, written in Objective C, an

object-oriented, dynamic messaging extension to C based on Smalltalk. OOP toolkits also

enhanced the popularity of event-driven programming (although this concept is not limited to

OOP). Some feel that association with GUIs (real or perceived) was what propelled OOP into

the programming mainstream.
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1.1 OOP in scripting

In recent years, object-oriented programming has become especially popular in

scripting programming languages. Python and Ruby are scripting languages built on

OOP principles, while Perl and PHP have been adding object oriented features since

Perl 5 and PHP 3, and ColdFusion since version 6.

The Document Object Model of HTML, XHTML, and XML documents on the

Internet have bindings to the popular JavaScript/ECMAScript language. JavaScript is

perhaps the best known prototype-based programming language which employs

cloning from prototypes rather than inheriting from a class. Another popular scripting

language that exploits this approach is Lua. Earlier versions of ActionScript (a partial

superset of the ECMA-262 R3, otherwise known as ECMAScript) also used a

prototype based object model. Later versions of ActionScript incorporate a

combination of classification and prototype based object models based largely on the

currently incomplete ECMA-262 R4 specification, which has its roots in an early

JavaScript 2 Proposal. Microsoft's JScript.NET also includes a mash-up of object

models based on the same proposal, and is also a superset of the ECMA-262 R3

specification.

Topic : Rich Internet Applications

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Adobe Flex 3

 LiveCycle Data Services

 A Web service

 Flex Application Development Process
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Definition/Overview:

Adobe Flex 3: On April 26, 2007 Adobe announced their intent to release the Flex 3 SDK

(which excludes the Flex Builder IDE and the LiveCycle Data Services) under the terms of

the Mozilla Public License. Adobe released the first beta of Flex 3, codenamed Moxie, in

June 2007. Major enhancements include integration with the new versions of Adobe's

Creative Suite products, support for AIR (Adobe's new desktop application runtime), and the

addition of profiling and refactoring tools to the Flex Builder IDE.

 In October 2007, Adobe released the second beta of Flex 3.

 On December 12, 2007, Adobe released the third beta of Flex 3.

 On February 25, 2008, Adobe released Flex 3 and Adobe AIR 1.0.

Key Points:

1. LiveCycle Data Services

LiveCycle Data Services (previously called Flex Data Services) is a server-side complement

to the main Flex SDK and Flex Builder IDE and is part of a family of server-based products

available from Adobe. Deployed as a Java EE application, LiveCycle Data Services adds the

following capabilities to Flex applications:

 Remoting, which allows Flex client applications to invoke methods on Java server objects

directly. Similar to Java remote method invocation (RMI), remoting handles data marshalling

automatically and uses a binary data transfer format.

 Messaging, which provides the "publish" end of the "publish/subscribe" design pattern. The

Flash client can publish events to a topic defined on the server, subscribe to events broadcast

from the message service. One of the common use cases for this is real-time streaming of

data, such as financial data or system status information.

 Data management services, which provides a programming model for automatically

managing data sets that have been downloaded to the Flex client. Once data is loaded from

the server, changes are automatically tracked and can be synchronized with the server at the

request of the application. Clients are also notified if changes to the data set are made on the

server.

 PDF document generation, providing APIs for generating PDF documents by merging client

data or graphics with templates stored on the server.
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Flex 2 offers special integration with ColdFusion MX 7. The ColdFusion MX 7.0.2 release

adds updated Flash Remoting to support ActionScript 3, a Flex Data Services event gateway,

and the Flex Data Services assembler. Flex Builder 2 also adds extensions for ColdFusion

providing a set of wizards for RAD Flex development. A subset of Flex 1.5 is also embedded

into ColdFusion MX 7 middleware platform, for use in the ColdFusion Flash forms feature. It

is possible to use this framework to write rich internet applications, although its intended

purpose is for rich forms only.

1.1 Flex Application Development Process

Everything below is directly sourced from the help file in version 2.0 Beta 3:

o Define an application interface using a set of pre-defined components (forms,

buttons, and so on)

o Arrange components into a user interface design

o Use styles and themes to define the visual design

o Add dynamic behavior (one part of the application interacting with another, for

example)

o Define and connect to data services as needed

o Build the source code into an SWF file that runs in the Flash Player

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Microsoft Silverlight And Rich Internet Applications 770

Adobe Dreamweaver

Rich Internet Application Server Technologies

Database

Php
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Topic : Microsoft Silverlight And Rich Internet Applications 770

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Microsoft Silverlight Streaming

 Web Service

Definition/Overview:

Microsoft Silverlight Streaming: Microsoft Silverlight Streaming by Windows Live is a

companion service for Microsoft Silverlight that makes it easier for developers and designers

to deliver rich media as part of their Silverlight applications. The service allows web

designers and developers to host and stream cross-browser media and interactive applications

that run on both Windows and Mac. This service can be combined with Microsoft Expression

Studio and other third party tools to create and develop interactive contents.

Silverlight Streaming by Windows Live is currently in beta testing and offers 10 gigabytes of

hosting for rich media applications for free. However, the final service will offer one million

minutes of free streaming, with any extra contents being provided via advertising or

subscription.

Key Points:

1. A Web service

Web Service is defined by the W3C as "a software system designed to support interoperable

machine-to-machine interaction over a network". Web services are frequently just Web APIs

that can be accessed over a network, such as the Internet, and executed on a remote system

hosting the requested services.

The W3C Web service definition encompasses many different systems, but in common usage

the term refers to clients and servers that communicate over the HTTP protocol used on the

Web. Such services tend to fall into one of two camps: Big Web Services and RESTful Web

Services.
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"Big Web Services" use XML messages that follow the SOAP standard and have been

popular with traditional enterprise. In such systems, there is often a machine-readable

description of the operations offered by the service written in the Web Services Description

Language (WSDL). The latter is not a requirement of a SOAP endpoint, but it is a

prerequisite for automated client-side code generation in many Java and .NET SOAP

frameworks (frameworks such as spring, Apache Axis2 and Apache CXF being notable

exceptions). Some industry organizations, such as the WS-I, mandate both SOAP and WSDL

in their definition of a Web service.

More recently, RESTful Web services have been regaining popularity, particularly with

Internet companies. These also meet the W3C definition, and are often better integrated with

HTTP than SOAP-based services. They do not require XML messages or WSDL service-API

definitions.

1.1 Criticisms

Critics of non-RESTful Web services often complain that they are too complex and

based upon large software vendors or integrators, rather than open source

implementations.

One big concern of the REST Web Service developers is that the SOAP WS toolkits

make it easy to define new interfaces for remote interaction, often relying on

introspection to extract the WSDL and service API from Java, C# or VB code. This is

viewed as a feature by the SOAP stack authors (and many users) but it is feared that it

can increase the brittleness of the systems, since a minor change on the server (even

an upgrade of the SOAP stack) can result in different WSDL and a different service

interface. The client-side classes that can be generated from WSDL and XSD

descriptions of the service are often similarly tied to a particular version of the SOAP

endpoint and can break if the endpoint changes or the client-side SOAP stack is

upgraded. Well designed SOAP endpoints (with handwritten XSD and WSDL) do not

suffer from this but there is still the problem that a custom interface for every service

requires a custom client for every service.

There are also concerns about performance due to Web services' use of XML as a

message format and SOAP and HTTP in enveloping and transport. At the same time,

there are also emerging XML parsing/indexing technologies, such as VTD-XML, that

promise to address those XML-related performance issues
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Topic : Adobe Dreamweaver

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Adobe Dreamweaver

 Features

Definition/Overview:

Adobe Dreamweaver: Adobe Dreamweaver is a web development application originally

created by Macromedia, and is now developed by Adobe Systems, who acquired Macromedia

in 2005. Dreamweaver is available for both Mac and Windows operating systems. Recent

versions have incorporated support for web technologies such as CSS, JavaScript, and

various server-side scripting languages and frameworks including ASP, ColdFusion, and

PHP.

Key Points:

1. Features

Although a hybrid WYSIWYG and code-based web design and development application,

Dreamweaver's WYSIWYG mode can hide the HTML code details of pages from the user,

making it possible for non-coders to create web pages and sites. One criticism of this

approach is that it has the potential to produce HTML pages whose file size and amount of

HTML code is larger than an optimally hand-coded page would be, which can cause web

browsers to perform poorly. This can be particularly true because the application makes it

very easy to create table-based layouts. In addition, some web site developers have criticized

Dreamweaver in the past for producing code that often does not comply with W3C standards,

though recent versions have been more compliant. Dreamweaver 8.0 performed poorly on the

Acid2 Test, developed by the Web Standards Project. However, Adobe has focused on

support for standards-based layout in recent and current versions of the application, including

the ability to convert tables to layers.
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Dreamweaver allows users to preview websites in locally-installed web browsers. It also has

site management tools, such as FTP/SFTP and WebDAV file transfer and synchronization

features, the ability to find and replace lines of text or code by search terms and regular

expressions across the entire site, and a templating feature that allows single-source update of

shared code and layout across entire sites without server-side includes or scripting. The

behaviours panel also enables use of basic JavaScript without any coding knowledge, and

integration with Adobe's Spry AJAX framework offers easy access to dynamically-generated

content and interfaces.

Dreamweaver can utilize third-party "Extensions" to enable and extend core functionality of

the application, which any web developer can write (largely in HTML and JavaScript).

Dreamweaver is supported by a large community of extension developers who make

extensions available (both commercial and free) for most web development tasks from simple

rollover effects to full-featured shopping carts.

Like other HTML editors, Dreamweaver edits files locally, then uploads all edited files to the

remote web server using FTP, SFTP, or WebDAV. Dreamweaver CS4 now supports the

Subversion (SVN) version control system.

Topic : Rich Internet Application Server Technologies

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 The Apache HTTP Server

 Apache

 History and name

Definition/Overview:

The Apache HTTP Server: commonly referred to simply as Apache IPA: /əˈptʃi/, is a web

server notable for playing a key role in the initial growth of the World Wide Web. Apache

was the first viable alternative to the Netscape Communications Corporation web server

(currently known as Sun Java System Web Server), and has since evolved to rival other Unix-
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based web servers in terms of functionality and performance. The majority of all web servers

using Apache are Linux web servers.

Key Points:

1. Apache

Apache is developed and maintained by an open community of developers under the auspices

of the Apache Software Foundation. The application is available for a wide variety of

operating systems, including Unix, FreeBSD, Linux, Solaris, Novell NetWare, Mac OS X,

Microsoft Windows, OS/2, TPF, and eComStation. Released under the Apache License,

Apache is characterized as free software and open source software.

Since April 1996 Apache has been the most popular HTTP server on the World Wide Web.

As of December 2008[update] Apache served over 51% of all websites.

1.1History and name

The first version of the Apache web server was created by Robert McCool, who was

heavily involved with the NationalCenter for Supercomputing Applications web

server, known simply as NCSA HTTPd. When McCool left NCSA in mid-1994, the

development of httpd stalled, leaving a variety of patches for improvements

circulating through e-mails. These patches were provided by a number of other

developers besides McCool: Brian Behlendorf, Roy Fielding, Rob Hartill, David

Robinson, Cliff Skolnick, Randy Terbush, Robert S. Thau, Andrew Wilson, Eric

Hagberg, Frank Peters and Nicolas Pioch, and they thus helped to form the original

"Apache Group".

There have been two explanations of the project's name. According to the Apache

Foundation, the name was chosen out of respect for the Native American tribe of

Apache (Ind), well-known for their endurance and their skills in warfare. However,

the original FAQ on the Apache Server project's website, from 1996 to 2001, claimed

that "The result after combining [the NCSA httpd patches] was a patchy server. The

first explanation was supported at an Apache Conference and in an interview in 2000

by Brian Behlendorf, who said that the name connoted "Take no prisoners. Be kind of

aggressive and kick some ass". Behlendorf then contradicted this in a 2007 interview,
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stating that "The Apache server isn't named in honor of Geronimo's tribe" but that so

many revisions were sent in that "the group called it 'a patchy Web server'". Both

explanations are probably appropriate though the pun explanation has fallen into

disfavor.

Version 2 of the Apache server was a substantial re-write of much of the Apache 1.x

code, with a strong focus on further modularization and the development of a

portability layer, the Apache Portable Runtime. The Apache 2.x core has several

major enhancements over Apache 1.x. These include UNIX threading, better support

for non-Unix platforms (such as Microsoft Windows), a new Apache API, and IPv6

support. The first alpha release of Apache 2 was in March 2000, with the first general

availability release on April 6, 2002.

Version 2.2 introduced a more flexible authorization API. It also features improved

cache modules and proxy modules.

1.2 Features

Apache supports a variety of features, many implemented as compiled modules which

extend the core functionality. These can range from server-side programming

language support to authentication schemes. Some common language interfaces

support mod_perl, mod_python, Tcl, and PHP. Popular authentication modules

include mod_access, mod_auth, mod_digest, and mod_auth_digest, the successor to

mod_digest. A sample of other features include SSL and TLS support (mod_ssl), a

proxy module, a URL rewriter (also known as a rewrite engine, implemented under

mod_rewrite), custom log files (mod_log_config), and filtering support (mod_include

and mod_ext_filter).

Popular compression methods on Apache include the external extension module,

mod_gzip, implemented to help with reduction of the size (weight) of web pages

served over HTTP. Apache logs can be analyzed through a web browser using free

scripts such as AWStats/W3Perl or Visitors.

Virtual hosting allows one Apache installation to serve many different actual

websites. For example, one machine, with one Apache installation could
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simultaneously serve www.example.com, www.test.com, test47.test-server.test.com,

etc.

Apache features configurable error messages, DBMS-based authentication databases,

and content negotiation. It is also supported by several graphical user interfaces

(GUIs).

Apache is primarily used to serve both static content and dynamic Web pages on the

World Wide Web. Many web applications are designed expecting the environment

and features that Apache provides.

Apache is the web server component of the popular LAMP web server application

stack, alongside MySQL, and the PHP/Perl/Python (and now also Ruby)

programming languages.

Apache is redistributed as part of various proprietary software packages including the

Oracle Database or the IBM WebSphere application server. Mac OS X integrates

Apache as its built-in web server and as support for its WebObjects application server.

It is also supported in some way by Borland in the Kylix and Delphi development

tools. Apache is included with Novell NetWare 6.5, where it is the default web server.

Apache is also included with many Linux distributions.

Apache is used for many other tasks where content needs to be made available in a

secure and reliable way. One example is sharing files from a personal computer over

the Internet. A user who has Apache installed on their desktop can put arbitrary files

in the Apache's document root which can then be shared.

Programmers developing web applications often use a locally installed version of

Apache in order to preview and test code as it is being developed.

Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) is the main competitor to Apache,

trailed by Sun Microsystems' Sun Java System Web Server and a host of other

applications such as Zeus Web Server. Some of the biggest web sites in the world are

run using Apache. Google's search engine front end is based on a modified version of

Apache, named Google Web Server (GWS). Several Wikimedia projects also run on

Apache servers.
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Topic : Database

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 A relational database

 Foreign keys

 Relational operations

Definition/Overview:

A relational database: A relational database is a database that groups data using common

attributes found in the data set. The resulting "clumps" of organized data are much easier for

people to understand.

For example, a data set containing all the real estate transactions in a town can be grouped by

the year the transaction occurred; or it can be grouped by the sale price of the transaction; or

it can be grouped by the buyer's last name; and so on.

Key Points:

1. Foreign keys

A foreign key is a reference to a key in another relation, meaning that the referencing tuple

has, as one of its attributes, the values of a key in the referenced tuple. Foreign keys need not

have unique values in the referencing relation. Foreign keys effectively use the values of

attributes in the referenced relation to restrict the domain of one or more attributes in the

referencing relation.

A foreign key could be described formally as: "For all tuples in the referencing relation

projected over the referencing attributes, there must exist a tuple in the referenced relation

projected over those same attributes such that the values in each of the referencing attributes

match the corresponding values in the referenced attributes."
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A stored procedure is executable code that is associated with, and generally stored in, the

database. Stored procedures usually collect and customize common operations, like inserting

a tuple into a relation, gathering statistical information about usage patterns, or encapsulating

complex business logic and calculations. Frequently they are used as an application

programming interface (API) for security or simplicity. Implementations of stored procedures

on SQL DBMSs often allow developers to take advantage of procedural extensions (often

vendor-specific) to the standard declarative SQL syntax.

Stored procedures are not part of the relational database model, but all commercial

implementations include them.

An index is one way of providing quicker access to data. Indices can be created on any

combination of attributes on a relation. Queries that filter using those attributes can find

matching tuples randomly using the index, without having to check each tuple in turn.

Relational databases typically supply multiple indexing techniques, each of which is optimal

for some combination of data distribution, relation size, and typical access pattern. B+ trees,

R-trees, and bitmaps.

Indices are usually not considered part of the database, as they are considered an

implementation detail, though indices are usually maintained by the same group that

maintains the other parts of the database.

1.1 Relational operations

Queries made against the relational database, and the derived relvars in the database

are expressed in a relational calculus or a relational algebra. In his original relational

algebra, Codd introduced eight relational operators in two groups of four operators

each. The first four operators were based on the traditional mathematical set

operations:

o The union operator combines the tuples of two relations and removes all

duplicate tuples from the result. The relational union operator is equivalent to

the SQL UNION operator.

o The intersection operator produces the set of tuples that two relations share in

common. Intersection is implemented in SQL in the form of the INTERSECT

operator.
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o The difference operator acts on two relations and produces the set of tuples from

the first relation that do not exist in the second relation. Difference is

implemented in SQL in the form of the EXCEPT or MINUS operator.

o The cartesian product of two relations is a join that is not restricted by any

criteria, resulting in every tuple of the first relation being matched with every

tuple of the second relation. The cartesian product is implemented in SQL as

the CROSS JOIN join operator.

o The remaining operators proposed by Codd involve special operations specific

to relational databases:

o The selection, or restriction, operation retrieves tuples from a relation, limiting

the results to only those that meet a specific criteria, i.e. a subset in terms of

set theory. The SQL equivalent of selection is the SELECT query statement

with a WHERE clause.

o The projection operation is essentially a selection operation in which duplicate

tuples are removed from the result. The SQL GROUP BY clause, or the

DISTINCT keyword implemented by some SQL dialects, can be used to

remove duplicates from a result set.

o The join operation defined for relational databases is often referred to as a

natural join. In this type of join, two relations are connected by their common

attributes. SQL's approximation of a natural join is the INNER JOIN join

operator.

o The relational division operation is a slightly more complex operation, which

involves essentially using the tuples of one relation (the dividend) to partition

a second relation (the divisor). The relational division operator is effectively

the opposite of the cartesian product operator (hence the name).

Other operators have been introduced or proposed since Codd's introduction of the

original eight including relational comparison operators and extensions that offer

support for nesting and hierarchical data, among others.
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Relational databases, as implemented in relational database management systems,

have become a predominant choice for the storage of information in new databases

used for financial records, manufacturing and logistical information, personnel data

and much more. Relational databases have often replaced legacy hierarchical

databases and network databases because they are easier to understand and use, even

though they are much less efficient. As computer power has increased, the

inefficiencies of relational databases, which originally made them impractical in

earlier times, have been outweighed by their ease of use. However, relational

databases have been challenged by Object Databases, which were introduced in an

attempt to address the object-relational impedance mismatch in relational database,

and XML databases.

Topic : Php

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 PHP originally stood for Personal Home Page

 PHP as a scripting language

Definition/Overview:

PHP is a scripting language originally designed for producing dynamic web pages. It has

evolved to include a command line interface capability and can be used in standalone

graphical applications.

While PHP was originally created by Rasmus Lerdorf in 1995, the main implementation of

PHP is now produced by The PHP Group and serves as the de facto standard for PHP as there

is no formal specification. PHP is free software released under the PHP License, however it is

incompatible with the GNU General Public License (GPL), due to restrictions on the usage of

the term PHP.
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PHP is a widely-used general-purpose scripting language that is especially suited for web

development and can be embedded into HTML. It generally runs on a web server, taking

PHP code as its input and creating web pages as output. It can be deployed on most web

servers and on almost every operating system and platform free of charge. PHP is installed on

more than 20 million websites and 1 million web servers.

Key Points:

1. PHP originally stood for Personal Home Page

PHPoriginally stood for Personal Home Page. It began in 1994 as a set of Common Gateway

Interface binaries written in the C programming language by the Danish/Greenlandic

programmer Rasmus Lerdorf. Lerdorf initially created these Personal Home Page Tools to

replace a small set of Perl scripts he had been using to maintain his personal homepage. The

tools were used to perform tasks such as displaying his rsum and recording how much traffic

his page was receiving. He combined these binaries with his Form Interpreter to create

PHP/FI, which had more functionality. PHP/FI included a larger implementation for the C

programming language and could communicate with databases, enabling the building of

simple, dynamic web applications. Lerdorf released PHP publicly on June 8, 1995 to

accelerate bug location and improve the code. This release was named PHP version 2 and

already had the basic functionality that PHP has today. This included Perl-like variables,

form handling, and the ability to embed HTML. The syntax was similar to Perl but was more

limited, simpler, and less consistent.

Zeev Suraski and Andi Gutmans, two Israeli developers at the Technion IIT, rewrote the

parser in 1997 and formed the base of PHP 3, changing the language's name to the recursive

initialism PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor. The development team officially released PHP/FI 2

in November 1997 after months of beta testing. Afterwards, public testing of PHP 3 began,

and the official launch came in June 1998. Suraski and Gutmans then started a new rewrite of

PHP's core, producing the Zend Engine in 1999. They also founded Zend Technologies

inRamat Gan, Israel.

On May 22, 2000, PHP 4, powered by the Zend Engine 1.0, was released. On July 13, 2004,

PHP 5 was released, powered by the new Zend Engine II. PHP 5 included new features such

as improved support for object-oriented programming, the PHP Data Objects extension

(which defines a lightweight and consistent interface for accessing databases), and numerous

performance enhancements. The most recent update released by The PHP Group is for the
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older PHP version 4 code branch. As of August, 2008 this branch is up to version 4.4.9. PHP

4 is no longer under development nor will any security updates be released.

In 2008, PHP 5 became the only stable version under development. Late static binding has

been missing from PHP and will be added in version 5.3. PHP 6 is under development

alongside PHP 5. Major changes include the removal of register_globals, magic quotes, and

safe mode.

PHP does not have complete native support for Unicode or multibyte strings; Unicode

support will be included in PHP 6. Many high profile open source projects ceased to support

PHP 4 in new code as of February 5, 2008, due to the GoPHP5 initiative, provided by a

consortium of PHP developers promoting the transition from PHP 4 to PHP 5.

It runs in both 32-bit and 64-bit environments, but on Windows the only official distribution

is 32-bit, requiring Windows 32-bit compatibility mode to be enabled while using IIS in a 64-

bit Windows environment. There is a third-party distribution available for 64-bit Windows.

PHP is a general-purpose scripting language that is especially suited for web development.

PHP generally runs on a web server, taking PHP code as its input and creating web pages as

output. It can also be used for command-line scripting and client-side GUI applications. PHP

can be deployed on most web servers, many operating systems and platforms, and can be

used with many relational database management systems. It is available free of charge, and

the PHP Group provides the complete source code for users to build, customize and extend

for their own use.

PHP primarily acts as a filter, taking input from a file or stream containing text and/or PHP

instructions and outputs another stream of data; most commonly the output will be HTML. It

can automatically detect the language of the user. From PHP 4, the PHP parser compiles

input to produce bytecode for processing by the Zend Engine, giving improved performance

over its interpreter predecessor.

Originally designed to create dynamic web pages, PHP's principal focus is server-side

scripting, and it is similar to other server-side scripting languages that provide dynamic

content from a web server to a client, such as Microsoft's Active Server Pages, Sun

Microsystems' JavaServer Pages, and mod_perl. PHP has also attracted the development of

many frameworks that provide building blocks and a design structure to promote rapid

application development (RAD). Some of these include CakePHP, PRADO, Symfony,

CodeIgniter, and Zend Framework, offering features similar to other web application

frameworks.
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The LAMP architecture has become popular in the web industry as a way of deploying web

applications. PHP is commonly used as the P in this bundle alongside Linux, Apache and

MySQL, although the P may also refer to Python or Perl.

As of April 2007, over 20 million Internet domains were hosted on servers with PHP

installed, and PHP was recorded as the most popular Apache module.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Ruby On Rails

Asp.Net

Javaserver Facesweb Applications

Ajax-Enabled Javaserver

Web Services

Topic : Ruby On Rails

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Ruby

 The standard 1.8.6 (stable) implementation in C

 Semantics

Definition/Overview:

Ruby:Ruby is a dynamic, reflective, general purpose object-oriented programming language

that combines syntax inspired by Perl with Smalltalk-like features. Ruby originated in

Japanduring the mid-1990s and was initially developed and designed by Yukihiro "Matz"

Matsumoto. It is based on Perl, Smalltalk, Eiffel, Ada, and Lisp.

Ruby supports multiple programming paradigms, including functional, object oriented,

imperative and reflection. It also has a dynamic type system and automatic memory
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management; it is therefore similar in varying respects to Python, Perl, Lisp, Dylan, and

CLU.

The standard 1.8.6 (stable) implementation is written in C, as a single-pass interpreted

language. There is currently no specification of the Ruby language, so the original

implementation is considered to be the de facto reference. As of 2008, there are a number of

complete or upcoming alternative implementations of the Ruby language, including YARV,

JRuby, Rubinius, IronRuby, and MacRuby, each of which takes a different approach, with

JRuby and IronRuby providing just-in-time compilation functionality. The official 1.9 branch

uses YARV, as will 2.0 (development), and will eventually supersede the slower Ruby MRI.

Key Points:

1. Semantics

Ruby is object-oriented: every data type is an object, including classes and types which many

other languages designate as primitives (such as integers, booleans, and "nil"). Every function

is a method. Named values (variables) always designate references to objects, not the objects

themselves. Ruby supports inheritance with dynamic dispatch, mixins and singleton methods

(belonging to, and defined for, a single instance rather than being defined on the class).

Though Ruby does not support multiple inheritance, classes can import modules as mixins.

Procedural syntax is supported, but all methods defined outside of the scope of a particular

object are actually methods of the Object class. Since this class is parent to every other class,

the changes become visible to all classes and objects.

Ruby has been described as a multi-paradigm programming language: it allows procedural

programming (defining functions/variables outside classes makes them part of the root, 'self'

Object), with object orientation (everything is an object) or functional programming (it has

anonymous functions, closures, and continuations; statements all have values, and functions

return the last evaluation). It has support for introspection, reflection and metaprogramming,

as well as support for interpreter-based threads. Ruby features dynamic typing, and supports

parametric polymorphism.

According to the Ruby FAQ, "If you like Perl, you will like Ruby and be right at home with

its syntax. If you like Smalltalk, you will like Ruby and be right at home with its semantics. If
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you like Python, you may or may not be put off by the huge difference in design philosophy

between Python and Ruby/Perl."

1.1 Syntax

The syntax of Ruby is broadly similar to Perl and Python. Class and method

definitions are signaled by keywords. In contrast to Perl, variables are not obligatorily

prefixed with a sigil. When used, the sigil changes the semantics of scope of the

variable. The most striking difference from C and Perl is that keywords are typically

used to define logical code blocks, without braces (i.e., pair of { and }). For practical

purposes there is no distinction between expressions and statements. Line breaks are

significant and taken as the end of a statement; a semicolon may be equivalently used.

Unlike Python, indentation is not significant.

One of the differences of Ruby compared to Python and Perl is that Ruby keeps all of

its instance variables completely private to the class and only exposes them through

accessor methods (attr_writer, attr_reader, etc). Unlike the "getter" and "setter"

methods of other languages like C++ or Java, accessor methods in Ruby are created

with a single line of code via metaprogramming. As invocation of these methods does

not require the use of parentheses, it is trivial to change an instance variable into a full

function, without modifying a single line of code or having to do any refactoring

achieving similar functionality to C# and VB.NET property members. Python's

property descriptors are similar, but come with a tradeoff in the development process.

If one begins in Python by using a publicly exposed instance variable and later

changes the implementation to use a private instance variable exposed through a

property descriptor, code internal to the class may need to be adjusted to use the

private variable rather than the public property. Ruby removes this design decision by

forcing all instance variables to be private, but also provides a simple way to declare

set and get methods. This is in keeping with the idea that in Ruby, one never directly

accesses the internal members of a class from outside of it. Rather one passes a

message to the class and receives a response.

Some features which differ notably from other languages:
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The usual operators for conditional expressions, and and or, do not follow the normal

rules of precedence: and does not bind tighter than or. Ruby also has expression

operators

Topic : Asp.Net

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 ASP.NET AJAX

 Name change and road map

 Microsoft AJAX Library

Definition/Overview:

ASP.NETAJAX: formerly code-named Atlas, is a set of extensions to ASP.NET developed

by Microsoft for implementing Ajax functionality. Ajax, shorthand for Asynchronous

JavaScript and XML, is a web development technique for creating interactive web

applications.

Including both client-side and server-side components, ASP.NET AJAX allows the developer

to create web applications in ASP.NET 2.0 (and to a limited extent in other environments)

which can update data on the web page without a complete reload of the page. The key

technology which enables this functionality is the XMLHttpRequest object, along with

Javascript and DHTML.

ASP.NET AJAX was released as a standalone extension to ASP.NET in January 2007 after a

lengthy period of beta-testing. It was subsequently included with version 3.5 of the .NET

Framework, which was released alongside Visual Studio 2008 in November 2007.

After an Ajax request, the HTML within some portions of the page (for ASP.NET Ajax this

is the "update panel") is completely re-rendered with new HTML so it's impossible to keep
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client side state across Ajax Server Side event handlers. This is reflected in the fact that the

Auto Completer in the ASP.NET Ajax Control library (which is an extension to ASP.NET

Ajax) has to use WebServices to retrieve data instead of the far more intuitive way which

would have been to use a server side event handler embedded as a method into the page the

control resides within.

Key Points:

1. Name change and road map

On 11 September 2006, Scott Guthrie, General Manager in charge of the .NET platform at

that time, announced that ATLAS would be renamed and launched as three products towards

the end of the year. The new products were to be called the Microsoft AJAX Library,

containing the front end JavaScript library, the ASP.NET 2.0 AJAX Extensions, containing

the server-side .NET code, and ASP.NET AJAX Control Toolkit, containing shared source

controls that could be used to "get the most value from the ASP.NET AJAX Extensions".

A major change since its inception includes the change of the root namespace from

"Microsoft.Web" to "System.Web".

The production version was released on 23 January 2007.

1.1 Microsoft AJAX Library

The Microsoft AJAX Library is a standalone collection of the standards-based

JavaScript classes included in ASP.NET AJAX. It is supported by most popular

browsers and can be used to build client-centric web applications that integrate with

any backend data provider. Connecting from ASP.NET to MySQL database is

relatively easy. MySQL is a database server which is very popular and frequently

used for web application backend. Most people with Windows background will

wonder why you would use MySQL instead of MS SQL Server when using

ASP.NET. The answer is that MySQL can do the same job as MS SQL Server for

small to medium traffic website, but just for fraction of the cost or even for free.

Ive explained below how to connect to MySQL from ASP.NET. We will connect to

our MySQL database from ASP.NET using ODBC .NET data provider and DSN-less
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connection. You need to do the following before attempting to connect from

ASP.NET to MySQL database:

o Make sure you have installed the .Net Framework on your server

o Download the ODBC .Net data provider and install it on your development

machine or your server. You can download it here:

http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=6ccd8427-

1017-4f33-a062-d165078e32b1&DisplayLang=en

o install MySQL ODBC Driver-MyODBC 3.51. You can download it here:

http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/connector/odbc/3.51.html

o The ASP.NET code below connects to a MySQL database and displays all

the records from Users table.

o <%@ Page CompilerOptions='/R:"C:\Program

Files\Microsoft.NET\Odbc.Net\Microsoft.data.odbc.dll"'%>

o <%@ Import Namespace="System.Data" %>

o <%@ Import Namespace="Microsoft.Data.Odbc" %>

Topic : Javaserver Facesweb Applications

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 JSF

 JSF and Ajax

Definition/Overview:

(JSF):(JSF) is a Java-based Web application framework intended to simplify development of

user interfaces for Java EE applications. Unlike request-driven MVC web frameworks, JSF

uses a component-based approach. The state of UI components is saved when the client

requests a new page and restored when the request is returned. Out of the box, JSF uses
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JavaServer Pages (JSP) for its display technology, but can also accommodate other

technologies (such as XUL). JSF includes:

A set of APIs for representing user interface (UI) components and managing their state,

handling events and input validation, converting values, defining page navigation, and

supporting internationalization and accessibility

A default set of UI components

 Two JavaServer Pages (JSP) custom tag libraries for expressing a JavaServer Faces interface

within a JSP page.

 A server-side event model

 State management

 Managed Beans (JavaBeans created with dependency injection)

 Unified Expression Language for both JSP 2.0 and JSF 1.2

The JSF specification was developed under the Java Community Process as JSR 127, which

defined JSF 1.0 and 1.1, and JSR 252 which defined JSF 1.2. Upcoming JSF 2.0 is being

developed as JSR 314.

Key Points:

1. JSF and Ajax

JSF is often mentioned together with Ajax, a Rich Internet application technology. Ajaxis a

combination of technologies that makes it possible to create richer user interfaces. The user

interface components in the JSF reference implementation and MyFaces were originally

developed in HTML. Because JSF supports multiple output formats, Ajax-enabled

components can easily be added to enrich JSF-based user interfaces. The JSF 2.0

specification intends to improve support for Ajax by allowing UI logic to run partly on the

client and not only on the server, and by providing support for graceful degradation when

JavaScript is disabled in the browser.
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Topic : Ajax-Enabled Javaserver

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 JavaServer Pages

 JSP and Servlets

 JSP syntax

Definition/Overview:

JavaServer Pages (JSP): JavaServer Pages (JSP) is a Java technology that allows software

developers to create dynamically-generated web sites, with HTML, XML, or other document

types, in response to a Web client request. The technology allows Java code and certain pre-

defined actions to be embedded into static content.

The JSP syntax adds additional XML-like tags, called JSP actions, to be used to invoke built-

in functionality. Additionally, the technology allows for the creation of JSP tag libraries that

act as extensions to the standard HTML or XML tags. Tag libraries provide a platform

independent way of extending the capabilities of a Web server.

Key Points:

1. JSP and Servlets

Architecturally, JSP may be viewed as a high-level abstraction of servlets that is implemented

as an extension of the Servlet 2.1 API. Both servlets and JSPs were originally developed at

Sun Microsystems. Starting with version 1.2 of the JSP specification, JavaServer Pages have

been developed under the Java Community Process. JSR 53 defines both the JSP 1.2 and

Servlet 2.3 specifications and JSR 152 defines the JSP 2.0 specification. As of May 2006 the

JSP 2.1 specification has been released under JSR 245 as part of Java EE 5.
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1.1 JSP syntax

A JavaServer Page may be broken down into the following pieces:

static data such as HTML

o JSP directives such as the include directive

o JSP scripting elements and variables

o JSP actions

o custom tags with correct library

JSP Technology in the Java EE 5 Platform

The focus of Java EE 5 has been ease of development by making use of Java language

annotations that were introduced by J2SE 5.0. JSP 2.1 supports this goal by defining

annotations for dependency injection on JSP tag handlers and context listeners.

Another key concern of the Java EE 5 specification has been the alignment of its

webtier technologies, namely JavaServer Pages (JSP), JavaServer Faces (JSF), and

JavaServer Pages Standard Tag Library (JSTL).

The outcome of this alignment effort has been the Unified Expression Language (EL),

which integrates the expression languages defined by JSP 2.0 and JSF 1.1.

The main key additions to the Unified EL that came out of the alignment work have

been:

A pluggable API for resolving variable references into Java objects and for resolving

the properties applied to these Java objects, Support for deferred expressions, which

may be evaluated by a tag handler when needed, unlike their regular expression

counterparts, which get evaluated immediately when a page is executed and rendered,

and Support for lvalue expression, which appear on the left hand side of an

assignment operation. When used as an lvalue, an EL expression represents a

reference to a data structure, for example: a JavaBeansproperty, that is assigned some
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user input. The new Unified EL is defined in its own specification document, which is

delivered along with the JSP 2.1 specification.

Thanks to the Unified EL, JSTL tags, such as the JSTL iteration tags, can now be

used with JSF components in an intuitive way.

JSP 2.1 leverages the Servlet 2.5 specification for its web semantics

Topic : Web Services

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Representational state transfer (REST)

 RESTful example: the World Wide Web

 RESTful example: the World Wide Web

Definition/Overview:

Representational state transfer (REST): is a style of software architecture for distributed

hypermedia systems such as the World Wide Web. As such, it is not strictly a method for

building "web services". The terms "representational state transfer" and "REST" were

introduced in 2000 in the doctoral dissertation of Roy Fielding, one of the principal authors of

the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) specification.

REST strictly refers to a collection of network architecture principles which outline how

resources are defined and addressed. The term is often used in a looser sense to describe any

simple interface which transmits domain-specific data over HTTP without an additional

messaging layer such as SOAP or session tracking via HTTP cookies. These two meanings

can conflict as well as overlap. It is possible to design a software system in accordance with

Fielding's REST architectural style without using HTTP and without interacting with the

World Wide Web. It is also possible to design simple XML+HTTP interfaces which do not
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conform to REST principles, and instead follow a model of remote procedure call. The

difference between the uses of the term "REST" therefore causes some confusion in technical

discussions.

Key Points:

1. RESTful example: the World Wide Web

The World Wide Web is the key example of RESTful design. Much of it conforms to REST

principles. The Web consists of the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), content types

including the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), and other Internet technologies such as

the Domain Name System (DNS).

HTML can include JavaScript and applets to support code on demand, and has implicit

support for hyperlinks.

HTTP has a uniform interface for accessing resources, which consists of URIs, methods,

status codes, headers, and content distinguished by MIME type.

The most important HTTP methods are POST, GET, PUT and DELETE. These are often

respectively associated with the CREATE, READ, UPDATE, DELETE (CRUD) operations

associated with database technologies:

The following table associates several common HTTP verbs with similar database operations,

however the meaning of the HTTP verbs do not correspond directly with a single database

operation. For example, an HTTP PUT is used to set the value of a resource and may result in

either a creation or replacement as needed

Some "RESTful" services will extend the POST method to include the operations of updating

and deleting by including additional arguments (e.g. method=delete,method=update).

However, in doing so the service is moving the "operation" out of HTTP and inside the

request data (similar to a RPC style or SOAP web service). The HTTP standard states that

POST is intended to create "a new subordinate of the resource identified". While the PUT

operation is intended to create a new resource "stored under the supplied Request-URI" based

on the enclosed entity in the request and in the case that the supplied Request-URI exists, "the
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enclosed entity SHOULD be considered as a modified version of the one residing on the

origin server" (i.e. update the resource).

HTTP separates the notions of a web server and a web browser. This allows the

implementation of each to vary from the other based on the client-server principle. When

used RESTfully, HTTP is stateless. Each message contains all the information necessary to

understand the request when combined with state at the resource. As a result, neither the

client nor the server needs to remember any communication state between messages. Any

state retained by the server must be modeled as a resource.

The statelessness constraint can be violated in HTTP using cookies to maintain sessions.

Fielding notes the risks of privacy leaks and security complications which often arise through

the use of cookies, and the confusions and bugs which can result from interactions between

cookies and the "back" button in a browser.

HTTP provides mechanisms to control caching, and permits a conversation between web

browser and web cache to occur using the same mechanisms as between web browser and

web server. No layer can access any conversation other than the one it is immediately

involved with.

HTML links only produce HTTP GET requests, and HTML forms allow GET and POST

methods. The other HTTP methods mentioned here are not available in HTML 4.01 or

XHTML 1.0. WebDAV makes use of other HTTP verbs in a web context. For this reason

some "RESTful" services will overload the POST method to make it perform the operation

updating (PUT) and deleting (DELETE) a resource.
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